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This document describes the progress status of the research work of WP4 in
Year 4 of TRADR project.
WP4 developed a framework for multi-robot path planning, patrolling,
exploration and coverage. The system is distributed and is based on a two
level coordination strategy.
The different capabilities of the system allows to attain persistence in
all the different phases of a typical long-term mission. Exploration is used
to build and save a 3D map of an unknown environment. Patrolling allows
to build and save a patrolling graph, i.e. a topological map representing a
set of point of interests connected by safe paths. Then, the robot team can
be called to (i) patrol the assigned points of interest by moving over the
patrolling graph or (ii) perform a coverage task with the goal of revisiting
the whole environment and update the saved 3D map.
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The document reports both the research and engineering work that has
been performed, in collaboration with other project partners, to effectively
deploy the developed multi-robot system in real scenarios.
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Executive Summary
This report describes the research work of WP4 toward the development
and implementation of models of persistence in multi-robot collaboration.
In Year 4, the main result of WP4 is the development of a framework
for multi-robot path planning, patrolling, exploration and coverage. Behind
this work, we pursued different research directions with the aim of further
improving the autonomous navigation capabilities supporting our UGVs operations.
The developed multi-robot framework is distributed and is based on a
two level coordination strategy. Both topological and metric coordination
allow to minimize interference and conflicts, which crucially affect UGVs
activity. Continuous monitoring and replanning make the robots promptly
react to environment changes and spatial conflicts. Operations in 3D are
supported by a laser-based SLAM system.
The different capabilities of the developed multi-robot system allows to
attain persistence in all the different phases of a typical long-term mission.
Specifically, first, an autonomous exploration guides the robot team in cooperatively building a map of an unknown environment. Then, the built 3D
map is saved and can be re-used by the end-users to interactively build and
save a patrolling graph, i.e. a topological map representing a set of point
of interests connected by safe paths. Next, patrolling can be started over
the saved patrolling graph in order to make the robots monitor the assigned
points of interest. Additionally, robots can be called to perform a coverage
task in the explored environment in order to update the saved 3D map.
In particular, with respect to Year 3, the multi-robot patrolling strategy
has been improved by (i) introducing prioritization of waypoints, (ii) revising the next goal selection strategies, (iii) making coordination protocols
more robust, (iv) adding more control functionalities in the GUI and (v)
successfully performing real-world patrolling experiments with three UGVs.
We tested the patrolling system in different environments over the different
TRADR exercises. A joint design analysis was conducted with end-users in
order to identify the most suitable performance measure for patrolling tasks
(average graph idleness minimization).
The new exploration and coverage capabilities were designed by casting
the two-level coordination approach presented in 2.1 in the context of exploration. In the developed framework, exploration and coverage are based
on the same receding horizon next-best-view approach. Here, the next view
is selected over a local traversable region by maximizing the information
gain over prospective trajectories, with a motion-predictive-like approach.
During a mission, locations with higher priorities can be online assigned in
order to bias the exploration (or coverage). Also for the exploration task,
we discussed with end-users about the general mission requirements and
possible design options.
EU FP7 TRADR (ICT-60963)
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In order to improve the autonomous navigation capabilities supporting
the multi-robot system, we worked along the following directions of research
and development (at the intersection of WP1, WP2 and WP4). First, we
revised the onboard path planner pipeline. In particular, we analyzed and
tested different point cloud segmentation and clustering methods in order to
improve the underlying traversability analysis module and the recognition
of stairs and ramps in the environment. Second, we integrated the adaptive traversal algorithm into the path planner, with the aim of pushing the
autonomous navigation capabilities of our UGVs towards more challenging
and harsh terrains. Third, we worked on a communication-aware path planning strategy (as documented in DR.2.4), which can be applied both to a
single robot and to a multi-robot team. Fourth, we developed an RGBDSLAM method, PLVS (Points, Lines, Volumetric mapping and incremental
Segmentation), which can be used to robustly build a denser and coloured
point cloud map and to enable a more advanced and accurate analysis of
the terrain and surrounding objects.
In all the above developments, the V-REP simulator played a crucial
role. Indeed, this was constantly improved in order to allow testing and
validation of the entire multi-robot framework (path planning, patrolling,
exploration and coverage), before real deployments.
The multi-robot framework has been fully integrated in the TRADR
system. The underlying architecture is distributed over nimbro network, a
robust network transport layer for multi-master ROS systems. A flexible
interface of the multi-robot framework with the main TRADR Orchestra
system was developed in order to allow a fast deployment of the UGVs,
even with a minimal laptop (cfr. DR.6.4).
In all the described WP4 work, the synergy with TRADR partners was
an important ingredient. The research work on multi-robot localization
and mapping, along with the development of the map saving functionality,
has been obtained through a collaboration with ETHZ. The collaboration
with KTH resulted in the development of the communication-aware path
planning strategy (cfr. DR.2.4). Together with CTU, we integrated the
adaptive traversal functionality in the path planner in order to autonomously
drive UGVs over more challenging terrains. Last but not least, Fraunhofer
continuously supported us in the integration of the functional architecture
over nimbro and in the TRADR Core.

Implementing persistence in collaborative planning
The work performed in Year 4 by WP4 contributes to the overall objective
of the TRADR project by providing a fully integrated and ready-to-use
framework which allows a team of UGVs to perform exploration, patrolling
and coverage tasks. A suitable GUI allows the end-user to (i) monitor the

EU FP7 TRADR (ICT-60963)
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tasks during their execution, (ii) pause and restart the tasks, (iii) build
and save a patrolling graph, (iv) load and save a 3D map (v) define an
exploration fence to contain robot exploration within a limited region of
interest.
WP4 also provided the consortium with a version of the above framework
which allows any user to run the TRADR system, under nimbro network,
in virtual simulation, as a tool for testing and benchmarking (see Subsection
1.3.6, Section 1.3).

Persistence
WP4 addressed persistence in Year 4 by developing different communication
protocols under the nimbro network infrastructure to save/load onto/from
the TRADR Core (i) the 3D maps of the environments created by the UGVs
during exploration sorties, (ii) the trajectories followed by the robots during
these exploration phases and (iii) the patrolling graph and (iv) a RSS map
for communication-aware path planning.
In particular, a 3D point cloud map can be built and saved on one
robot during a first exploratory sortie. A function has been developed in
Orchestra (cfr. DR6.4) in order to distribute the saved map all over the
active UGVs and on the TRADR core. Next, this map can be loaded,
displayed on the main OCU and used to build and save a patrolling graph.
All the relevant data structures are saved in the TRADR Core and render
available for subsequent sorties.
The saved robot trajectories are used to refine the estimation of the point
cloud normals in the map for both traversability assessment and path planning. Additionally, the saved trajectories can be used to build an estimate
of the topology of the areas to be patrolled.
In this work, ETHZ developed the server side of the map saving/loading
functionality. ROMA developed both the client side of the map saving/loading
service and the service for robot trajectory saving. Frauhnofer contributed
to the integration of the above work with nimbro and the TRADR Core
(cfr. DR.6.4).

Contribution to the TRADR scenarios and prototypes
The research work of WP4 contributed to Year 4 Use-cases as documented
on the related wiki pages on Redmine:
• (https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Multi-Robot_Use_Cases_
Definition) (Annex 2.8)

EU FP7 TRADR (ICT-60963)
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• (https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Review_Yr3_Recommendations)
(Annex 2.7)
Annex 2.8 collects useful information for the identification of interesting
multi-robot tasks within the TRADR project. The objective of this document is two-fold: (1) to clearly define a set of doable tasks which will be
actually implemented for the reviews and demos and (2) to foster collaboration and discussions within the whole TRADR team.
We used Annex 2.7 in order to specifically interact with end-users about
use-cases, to define together multi-robot strategies and discuss about design
options, as required by Reviewers during Year 3 Review (see Section 1.2).

EU FP7 TRADR (ICT-60963)
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Tasks, objectives, results
Planned work

The planned work of WP4, in Year 4, concerning “Implementing persistence
in collaborative planning” is described in Task T4.4. Task T4.4 achieves the
objectives described in Milestone MS4.4. An excerpt of the description of
both Task T4.4 and Milestone MS4.4, from the DoW of the project, is given
below
Task T4.4: The Goal of Task 4.4 is to model and implement persistence
in multi-robot collaboration. Persistence covers all Tasks, and in Task 4.4 it
becomes operative in the sense that it filters the cumulative data collected in
successive sorties to maintain only the relevant information, and to transform it further into part of the individual and common knowledge.
Milestone MS4.4: This last milestone achieves the WP4 main objective,
namely persistent collaboration across different sorties specifying a mission.
MS4.4 proves that: (1) the collaborative planning framework, with its internal representation, its learning methods, its communication structure, can
manage a small robot team to operate on a time horizon that goes beyond
the single experiment; (2) that the knowledge of each robot is used for the
success of the mission; (3) that communication is effectively operated by the
team. It thus, shows, that collaboration can scale not in quantity but in
endurance.

1.2

Addressing reviewers’ comments

This section reports how in Year4 WP4 addressed the comments of the
reviews.
Overall comment 1: The patrolling solution presented in Dr4.3 for the
TRADR system is not adequately linked to the requirements defined by end
users regarding patrolling and, therefore, is not adequately justified. The
consortium should clarify this design option in Yr4 deliverables of WP4 to
better link requirements with the implemented solution.
Answer to overall comment 1: We organized multiple joint discussions
together with end-users focusing on the points highlighted by Reviewers.
We clarified and identified together the main goals and desired performance
measures of patrolling, exploration and coverage tasks. Requirements were
discussed along with possible design options and implementation details.
A dedicate page was prepared in the consortium wiki in order to support
the discussion (https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Review_Yr3_
Recommendations) (cfr. Annex 2.7). In the end, the interactions with end-users
were very constructive. The current patrolling strategy and its GUI design

EU FP7 TRADR (ICT-60963)
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was discussed and approved by the end-users, as testified in the evaluations
reported in Annex 2.7. The discussion also focused on the new exploration
framework, which has been developed in this last Year 4. In this process, new
suggestions were collected, such as the prioritization of points of interest.
Overall comment 2: The integration in the TRADR system of the multirobot collaboration framework presented in Yr2 review meeting still has been
postponed to Yr4.
Answer to overall comment 2: In Year 4, we developed and integrated
in the TRADR architecture a new framework which allows a team of robots
to perform patrolling, exploration and coverage tasks. We think this multirobot system has completely superseded the framework presented in Yr2
(which was mainly used to explore different approaches and algorithms for
coverage tasks).

1.3

Actual work performed

This section describes the research and development work of WP4 in Year
4 of the TRADR project. It is organized as follows. First, Subsection 1.3.1
introduces our framework for 3D multi-robot path planning and patrolling.
Then, Subsection 1.3.2 describes how we extended that framework for achieving 3D multi-robot exploration. Next, Subsection 1.3.3 presents how we
integrated the adaptive traversal function and the path planner. The work
on point cloud segmentation and dense RGBD reconstruction is described
in Subsections 1.3.4 and 1.3.5, respectively.
Finally, Subsection 1.3.6 presents software documentation history, installation instructions and user manuals of the various developed software
packages. To this aim, dedicated wiki pages have been maintained and updated. These are available to all the project partners (cfr. Annexes 2.9 and
2.10).
1.3.1

3D Multi-robot Patrolling

This subsection presents our framework for 3D multi-robot path planning
and patrolling. This was already introduced in Year 3 (cfr. Annex 2.1).
During Year 4, we improved this framework by (i) revising our work from a
theoretical perspective1 (ii) introducing prioritization of waypoints, (iii) revising the next goal selection strategies, (iv) making coordination protocols
more robust, (v) adding more control functionalities in the GUI and (vi)
successfully performing real-world patrolling experiments with three UGVs
over the TRADR architecture. We also tested and validated the patrolling
1

We considered the suggestions from the last TRADR Review. Moreover, we submitted
our work to the AURO Journal and received other precious comments from the Journal
Reviewers.

EU FP7 TRADR (ICT-60963)
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system in different environments over the different TRADR exercises (Year3
Review, TJEx and TEval).
The code developed for this framework will be released as open source,
as reported in Sect. 1.3.6.
The subsection is organized as follows. First, Paragraph 1.3.1.1 introduces the patrolling model. Then, Paragraphs 1.3.1.2–1.3.1.6 shortly present
its main components. Next, Paragraph 1.3.1.7 and 1.3.1.8 introduces the
concepts of topological/metric conflicts and the two-level coordination strategy. The functional architecture is described in Paragraph 1.3.1.9. Paragraph 1.3.1.10 presents the two different procedures for patrolling graph
building. Afterwards, Paragraph 1.3.1.11 briefly introduces the 3D GUI
designed for end-user interaction purposes. Finally, patrolling results are
cross-reference in Paragraph 1.3.1.12. More details can be found in Annex
2.1.

Figure 1: Patrolling robot model.

1.3.1.1

Patrolling Model

A team of m ≥ 2 ground patrolling robots is called to patrol a 3D environment. A set of locations of interest is assigned and must be continuously
visited in order to monitor their surroundings. The team objective is to
maximize the visit frequency of each assigned location.
The main components of a patrolling robot are represented in Fig. 1.
A patrolling robot interacts with its environment through observations and
actions, where an observation consists of a vector of sensor measurements
and an action corresponds to a robot actuator command. Team messages
are exchanged with teammates over a network for sharing knowledge and
EU FP7 TRADR (ICT-60963)
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decisions in order to attain team collaboration.
Decision making is achieved by the patrolling agent and the path planner,
basing on the available information stored in the environment model and the
team model. In particular, the environment model consists of a topological
map G, aka patrolling graph, and a 3D metric map M. The team model
represents the robot belief about the current plans of teammates (goals and
planned paths).
The 3D environment W is a compact connected region of R3 . The robots
move on a 3D terrain, which is identified as a compact and connected manifold S in W. We denote by T = [t0 , ∞) ⊂ R a time interval, where t0 ∈ R
is the starting time. More details about the robots configuration space are
provided in 2.1.
The main components of the patrolling robots are introduced in the
following subsections.
1.3.1.2

Patrolling Graph and Patrolling Agent

A patrolling graph G is a topological graph-like representation of the environment to be patrolled. Namely, G = (N , E) is an undirected connected
graph, with N a set of nodes and E ⊆ N 2 a set of edges.
A node ni ∈ N is associated to a 3D region of interest R(ni ) ⊂ W and
to a priority weight w(ni ) ∈ R+ . In particular, R(ni ) is a ball of pre-fixed
radius Rv ∈ R centred at the corresponding position p(ni ) ∈ S.
An edge eij ∈ E between node ni and nj denotes the existence of a safe
path τij connecting the regions R(ni ) and R(nj ). The length of such a path
is used as edge travel cost c(eij ) ∈ R+ .
A node nj ∈ N is visited at time t ∈ T if a robot centre lies inside the
associated region R(nj ) at t.
The instantaneous idleness Ij (t) ∈ R+ of a node nj ∈ N at time t ∈ T
is Ij (t) = w(nj )(t − tl ) where tl is the most recent time in [t0 , t] the node
was visited by a robot. The priority w(nj ) ∈ R+ is used to locally “dilate”
or “contract” time at node nj . We assume Ij (t0 ) = 0 for each node nj in G.
Considering the idleness Ij (t) of a node nj in a time subinterval [t1 , t2 ] ⊂
R t2
1
T , we compute its average idleness Ija [t1 , t2 ] = t2 −t
Ij (t)dt, its standard
1 t1
2
R t2
1
σ
a
deviation Ij [t1 , t2 ] = t2 −t1 t1 Ij (t) − Ij [t1 , t2 ] dt and its maximum value
IjM [t1 , t2 ] = argmax Ij (t).
t∈[t1 ,t2 ]

The average graph idleness of G is
N
1 X a
IG [t0 , t] =
Ij [t0 , t]
N

(1)

j=1

where N = |N | is the total number of nodes in G.

EU FP7 TRADR (ICT-60963)
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Table 1: Table of patrolling broadcast messages.
Broadcast message
hj, reached, ni

Description
robot j has reached goal node n

hj, visited, ni
hj, planned, ni
hj, selected, n, τ , ci

robot j is visiting node n
robot j has planned node n as goal
robot j has selected node n as goal, τ is
the planned path to n and c the corresponding path length
robot j aborted goal node n
robot j shares its current idleness estima(j)
(j)
tions I (j) (t) = hI1 (t), ..., IN (t)i

hj, aborted, ni
hj, idleness, I (j) (t)i

Affected data in receiving robot h
node n idleness is zeroed; the j-th tuple in
team model T (h) is reset
node n idleness is zeroed
j-th tuple in team model T (h) is reset
the j-th tuple in team model T (h) is filled
with (n, τ , c)
the j-th tuple in team model T (h) is reset
the current idleness estimations I (h) (t) are
synchronized with I (j) (t)

The patrolling plan π of a robot is defined as an infinite sequence
{(nk , tk )}∞
k=0 , where nk ∈ N denotes the k-th node visited at time tk ∈ T by
the robot. A team patrolling strategy Π = {π1 , ..., πm } collects the patrolling
plans of all the robots in the team.
Patrolling objective. In our framework, the goal of the robot team is to
cooperatively plan a team patrolling strategy that minimizes the average
graph idleness IG [t0 , t] at all times t ∈ T .
An instance of the patrolling agent runs on each robot h and is responsible of cooperatively generating the patrolling plan πh according to
the above patrolling objective. A pseudo-code description of the patrolling
agent is provided in Annex 2.1.
As reported in Annex 2.7, we discussed the above patrolling objective
with our end-users.
1.3.1.3

Metric Map and Path-Planning

Each robot of the team is equipped with a 3D laser range-finder and is able
to localize in a global map frame, which is shared with its teammates.
In our framework, each robot uses a 3D point cloud as a metric representation M of the environment. A multi-robot traversability cost function
trav : R3 → R is defined on each point of M. This is used to associate a
navigation cost J(τ ) to each safe path τ .
Given the current robot position pr ∈ R3 and a goal position pg ∈ S,
the path planner computes the safe path τ ∗ which minimizes the navigation
cost J(τ ) and connect pr with pg . The path planner reports a failure if a
safe path connecting pr with pg is not found.
See Annex 2.1 for further details.

EU FP7 TRADR (ICT-60963)
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Shared Knowledge Representation

Each robot of the team stores and updates its individual representation
of the world state. Robots are able to broadcast messages in order to
share knowledge, decisions and achievements with teammates. Some of
these messages can be lost during transmissions. Table 1 summarizes the
used broadcast messages along with the conveyed information/data (see
Annex 2.1 for further details). The general broadcast message format is
hrobot id, message type, datai.
At t0 ∈ T , a robot loads as input the 3D map M and the patrolling
graph G, then, it internally maintains an instance of these representations.
In particular, we denote by M(h) and G (h) the local instances of M and G
in robot h, respectively.
Since the environment is dynamic, robot h updates its individual 3D
map M(h) by using the last acquired 3D laser data. This allows the path
planner to safely take into account new environment changes.
At the same time, robot h updates its patrolling graph G (h) by using the
received broadcast messages and the path planner output. Specifically, the
travel cost c(h) (eij ) of an edge eij in G (h) is locally updated when a new path
is computed between the two corresponding nodes ni and nj .
(h)
Additionally, robot h locally maintains an idleness estimate Ij (t) for
(h)

(h)

each node nj in G (h) . We denote by I (h) (t) = hI1 (t), ..., IN (t)i the vector
of estimated idlenesses in robot h. Every time a robot visits/reaches a node
nj , a visit/reach message is broadcast and each receiving robot h corre(h)
spondingly updates its local idleness estimate Ij (t). Clearly, since broad(h)

cast messages may be lost, the idleness estimates Ij (t) may not correspond
to the actual idleness values. In order to mitigate this problem, each robot
continuously broadcasts an idleness message at a fixed frequency 1/TI . Such
messages are used to synchronize the idleness estimations amongst robots
(see Annex 2.1 for further details).
The above information sharing mechanism implements a shared idleness
representation which allows team cooperation by minimizing useless actions
such as re-visiting nodes just inspected by teammates.
1.3.1.5

Team Model

In order to cooperate with its team and manage conflicts, robot h maintains
an internal belief representation of teammate plans (aka team model ) by
using a dedicated table
m m m
T (h) = h(n1g , τ 1 , c1 , t1 ), ..., (nm
g , τ , c , t )i

(2)

which stores for each robot j: its selected goal node njg ∈ N , the last
computed safe path τ j to njg , the corresponding travel cost cj ∈ R+ (i.e. the
EU FP7 TRADR (ICT-60963)
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Figure 2: The two-level patrolling strategy implemented on each robot.
length of τ j ) and the timestamp tj ∈ T of the last message used to update
(njg , τ j , cj ). The table T (h) is updated by using all the received broadcast
messages. Old invalid message data are cleaned off from T (h) by assigning
a pre-fixed expiration time to each received message. See Annex 2.1 for
further details.
1.3.1.6

System Architecture

The patrolling plan π of a robot can be pre-computed offline, i.e. before
starting the patrolling execution, or online, i.e. by planning and visiting a
new node at each patrolling step k.
In a centralized system, the team patrolling strategy {π1 , ..., πm } is computed by a central control robot (i.e. the leader ) and communicated to all
its teammates. Conversely, in a decentralized system, a central leader does
not exist. Different levels of decentralization are possible [109] and spans
from hierarchical to distributed architectures. In a distributed system, each
robot computes its own patrolling plan by exchanging information and coordination messages with teammates (see Sect. 1.3.1.4).
Our patrolling system is online and distributed. In particular, an instance of the patrolling agent algorithm runs on each robot and is responsible of online generating its patrolling plan. Namely, at each patrolling step
k, the patrolling agent plans a new goal node nk in G. In this process, a
robot exchanges messages with its teammates in order to attain coordination
(avoid conflicts) and cooperation (avoid inefficient actions).
1.3.1.7

Topological and Metric conflicts in Patrolling

In this paragraph, we introduce the definitions of topological and metrical
conflicts. These support the proposed two-level coordination strategy.
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A topological conflict between two robots is defined on the patrolling
graph G. This occurs when two patrolling agents select the same node
ni ∈ G as goal (node conflict) or plan to traverse the same edge eij ∈ G
(edge conflict).
On the other hand, metric conflicts are defined in the 3D Euclidean space
where two robots are in interference if their centres are closer than a prefixed safety distance Ds . It must hold Ds ≥ 2Rb , where Rb is the bounding
radius of each robot, i.e. the radius of its minimal bounding sphere. A
metric conflict occurs between two robots if they are in interference or if
their planned paths may bring them in interference2 .
1.3.1.8

Two-Level Coordination Strategy for Patrolling

Our patrolling strategy is distributed and supported on two levels: topological and metric.
The patrolling agent acts on the topological strategy level by selecting
the next goal node ng on G. Cooperation is attained by using the shared
idleness representation in this selection process (see Sect. 1.3.1.4).
The path planner acts on the metric strategy level (see Figure 2) by
computing the best safe path from the current robot position to p(ng ) by
using its internal 3D map M(h) .
The patrolling agent guarantees topological coordination by continuously
monitoring and negotiating possibly incoming node conflicts. In case a group
of robots select the same goal (node conflict), the robot with the smaller
travel cost (i.e. path length) actually goes, while the other robots stop and
re-plans a new node.
The path planner guarantees metric coordination by applying a multirobot traversability function. This induces a prioritized path planning, in
which robots negotiate metric conflicts by preventing parts of their planned
paths from intersecting.
The continuous interaction between the patrolling agent and the path
planner plays a crucial role. When moving towards the position p(ng ), the
path planner continuously re-plans the best traversable path till the robot
reaches the goal. During this process, if a safe path is not found, the path
planner stops the robot, informs the patrolling agent of a path planning
failure and the patrolling agent re-plans a new node. On the other hand,
every time the path planner computes a new safe path, its length is used as
travel cost by the patrolling agent to resolve possible node conflicts.
In our view, the two-way strategy approach allows (i) to simplify the
topologically based decision-making, (ii) to reduce interferences and manage possible deadlocks. In fact, while the patrolling agent focuses on the
2

That is, the distance between the closest pair of points of the two planned paths is
smaller than Ds .
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Figure 3: The functional diagram of the multi-robot patrolling system.
Robots share the same internal software architecture. The legend on the
top left represent the different kind of exchanged messages.
most important graph aspects (shared idleness minimization and node conflicts resolution), the path planner takes care of possible incoming metric
conflicts due to unmanaged topological edge conflicts. Moreover, where the
path planner strategy may fail alone in arbitrating challenging conflicts, the
patrolling agent intervenes and reassigns tasks in order to better redistribute
robots over the graph. These combined strategies minimize interferences by
explicitly controlling node conflicts and planning on multi-robot traversability map.
More details about the patrolling strategy are provided in 2.1.
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Patrolling Software Design

A functional diagram of the multi-robot patrolling system is reported in
Fig. 3. The main blocks are listed below.
• The robots, each one with its own ID ∈ {1, ..., m}: these have the same
internal architecture and host the on-board functionalities which concern
decision-making and data processing aspects both at topological level and
at metric level. According to Paragraph 1.3.1.4, each robot maintains and
updates an instance of the patrolling graph and of the metric map in its
internal memory.
• The core services, hosted in the main central computer: these manage
the multi-robot system persistence database and allow specific modules
to load/save map, trajectories and patrolling graphs from/into the central
database (for re-using relevant data along different missions).
• The core modules, also hosted in the central computer: these include
the patrolling graph builder and the patrolling monitor. The first can
build a patrolling graph from a user assigned sequence of waypoints or
from a saved history of robot trajectories. The built patrolling graph is
then distributed to all the robots and saved in the central database. The
patrolling monitor continuously checks the current status of the patrolling
activities and records relevant data for monitoring and benchmarking.
• The multi-robot 3D GUI hosted on one OCU (Operator Control Unit):
this is based on RVIZ and allows the user (i) to select multiple waypoints,
which can be fed to the path planners or to the patrolling graph builder
(ii) to visualize relevant point cloud data, maps and robot models (iii)
to stop/restart robots when needed (iv) to trigger the loading/saving of
maps and robot trajectories.
As shown in Fig. 3, the various modules in the architecture exchange
different kind of messages. These are grouped in the following types.
• Coordination messages: these are mainly exchanged amongst robots in order to achieve coordination and cooperation. For convenience, the patrol
monitor records an history of these messages.
• GUI messages: these are exchanged with the 3D GUI and include both
control messages and visualization data.
• Load/save messages: these are exchanged with the core services and contain both loaded and saved data.
1.3.1.10

The Patrolling Graph Construction

The patrolling graph can be built (1) manually by the user or (2) automatically by processing robot trajectories collected during past sorties.
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Figure 4: RVIZ Visualization (see Paragraph 1.3.1.11) of a team of TRADR
UGVs (4a) negotiating paths along a corridor and (4b) coordinating their
planning strategy in a critical case. Point clouds are colored on the basis
of the approach for traversability assessment; yellow spots connected to
straight lines of the same color denote nodes of the patrolling graph

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (5a) A team of TRADR UGVs deployed in virtual simulation (VREP [32]) over nimbro and the TRADR Core; (5b) RVIZ Visualization (see
Paragraph 1.3.1.11) of scenario in Figure 5a.
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In the first mode, the user is provided with a 3D GUI. This GUI allows
to load a saved map and to interactively “draw” a patrolling graph on the
corresponding traversable map.
In the second mode, an application automatically estimates a potential
patrolling graph by condensing and downsampling past robot trajectories
with an approach similar to [72].
1.3.1.11

3D Interface: RVIZ data visualization and commands

The 3D GUI allows to visualize the distinct robot maps and the distinct
robot modules in the same main /map frame3 . This is possible since, in each
robot, we added an intermediate /robot name/map frame between the main
/map frame and the /odom frame and we remapped each robot link frame
by adding /robot name prefix.
1.3.1.12

Patrolling Results

The results we obtained with our patrolling framework are presented in the
work 2.1. In particular, some videos of V-REP simulations and real-world experiments can be found at https://sites.google.com/a/dis.uniroma1.it/3dcc-patrolling/. Notably, during Year 4 we succeeded to perform new experiments with a system of three UGVs, integrated in the nimbro [92] architecture and managed by using a minimal Orchestra system (see DR.6.4).
Our main conclusions are the following. The presented two-level coordination strategy is general and can be used as a solid base to develop new
strategies which are able to (i) optimize a defined performance measure on
the patrolling graph and (ii) avoid deadlocks by explicitly managing the
occurrence of interference and space conflicts.
Our multi-robot patrolling algorithm is fully integrated with a 3D SLAM
algorithm, traversability analysis and coordinated path planning. This allows UGVs operations on a 3D uneven terrain.
We demonstrate competitive performance without deadlocks in both
simulation and real world experiments, enabling 4 robots to simultaneously
operate in realistic simulations and 3 robots in real world experiments.
1.3.2

3D Multi-robot Exploration

This subsection presents our multi-robot system for exploration and coverage. This was designed by casting the two-level coordination strategy
of our patrolling system (see Subsection 1.3.1) in the context of 3D exploration. The resulting distributed technique succeeds to minimize and explicitly manage the occurrence of conflicts and interferences in the exploration
team. Each robot selects where to scan next by using a receding horizon
3

Here, we use the ROS topics naming convention.
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(a) DIAG ramp

(b) DIAG corridor

(c) RDM Deltalinqs Training plant

Figure 6: Experimented scenarios with real UGVs.
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Bj(q)

Rs
sj (q)

®s

Fj (q)

sj (q)

Vj (q)

Figure 7: Left: robot j with its sensor center sj (q) and the associated field
of view Fj (q) at configuration q. Right: the view Vj (q) and the visible
obstacle boundary Bj (q). The view Vj (q) is the set of “free” points visible
from sj (q) and lying in Fj (q). The obstacle boundary Bj (q) is the set of
“obstacle” points visible from sj (q) and lying in Fj (q).

next-best-view approach [13]. Here, a sampling-based tree is directly expanded on segmented traversable regions of the terrain 3D map. Locations
with higher priorities can be online assigned in order to bias the exploration
process. The presented framework can be also used to perform coverage
tasks in the case a 3D map of the environment is a priori provided as input.
The code developed for this framework will be released as open source,
as reported in Sect. 1.3.6.
1.3.2.1

Exploration Task

A team of m ≥ 2 ground exploration robots wake up in an unknown environment and are constrained to move on an uneven terrain. The team
has to perform an exploration, i.e. cooperatively cover the largest possible
part of the environment with sensory perceptions [39]. The output of an
exploration process is a 3D model of the environment.
The 3D environment W is a compact connected region of R3 . The robots
move on a 3D terrain, which is identified as a compact and connected manifold S in W.
A detailed definition of the sensor model and the exploration task are
given in Annex 2.2. Here, we sketch the basic concepts. The sensor model of
the generic robot j is shown in Fig. 7. In particular, the sensor field of view
Fj (q) is a circular sector with apex sj (q), opening angle αs and radius Rs ,
where the latter is the perception range.
Robot j plans a sequence of view configurations qj1 , qj2 , ..., qjk , so that at
step k ≥ 1, its explored region is
Ejk = Ejk−1 ∪ Vj (qjk ).
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Figure 8: The exploration robot model.
Robot j starts from an endogenous knowledge Ej0 ⊂ R3 at the initial configuration qj0 . If we consider the whole robot team, the overall explored region
at step k is


m
m
m [
k
[
[
[
Ek =
Ejk =
Ej0 ∪ 
Vj (qji ) .
(3)
j=1

j=1

j=1 i=0

An exploration plan πj of robot j is a finite sequence of view configuration
lj
, where lj is the length of πj . A team exploration strategy
πj = {qjk }k=0
Π = {π1 , ..., πm } collects the exploration plans of the robots in the team.
Here, l = max(l1 , ..., lm ) is the length of the strategy Π.
Exploration objective. The robots must cooperatively plan an exploration strategy Π of minimum length l such that E l is maximized. In particular, E l is maximized at step l if there is no robot j that can plan a new
“safe and reachable” view configuration q such that E l ⊂ (E l ∪ Vj (q)).
Other factors, such as the resulting map “accuracy” could be taken into
account in the exploration strategy. We further develop this in Annex 2.2.
1.3.2.2

Exploration Robot Model

Fig. 8 presents the main components of an exploration robot. This presents
many similarities to the patrolling robot of Fig. 1. Decision making is
achieved by the exploration agent and the path planner, basing on the available information stored in the environment model and the team model. In
particular, the environment model consists of a topological map, aka exploration tree, and two different metric maps: the volumetric map and the point
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Description
Topological map of the environment: it stores the
history of view configurations {qk } in the form of
a tree.
Representation of the explored region E k : it is
used to compute the information gains of candidate view configurations.
Representation of the detected surfaces of the environment: it is used by the path planner to compute safe paths over segmented traversable regions
and by the exploration agent to generate candidate view configurations.

Table 2: Table of environment models in robot j.

cloud map. As in Paragraph 1.3.1.1, the team model represents the robot
belief about the current plans of teammates (goals and planned paths).
The main components of the exploration robots are introduced in the
following subsections. Table 2 reports the used symbols along with their
short descriptions.
1.3.2.3

Exploration Tree and Exploration Agent

During the exploration process, an exploration tree Kj is built by robot j. A
node of Kj is referred to as view node and represents a view configuration.
An edge between two view nodes corresponds to a safe path joining them.
Kj is rooted at qj0 . At each forwarding step, a new node corresponding to
q k+1 and a new edge representing a path from q k to q k+1 are added in Kj .
We consider an exploration tree as a topological map representation of
the explored environment. Each node of the tree represents an explored
local region contained within a ball of radius Rs (the sensor perception
range) centred at the associated view configuration.
The exploration agent is responsible of online generating an exploration
plan according to the defined exploration objective (cfr. Par. 1.3.2.1).
1.3.2.4

Point Cloud Mapping and Path-Planning

The exploration and patrolling systems adopt the same kind of point cloud
map for representing environment surfaces. Moreover, they use the same
path planner and multi-robot traversability function (see Paragraph 1.3.1.3).
In particular, for exploration tasks, the 3D point cloud map Mj of robot j
is not loaded as input at starting time (as it is used in the patrolling system) but it is incrementally built as a metric representation of the detected
k
m S
S
environment surfaces
Bj (qji ) (recall Fig. 7).
j=1 i=0
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Table 3: Table of exploration broadcast messages.
Broadcast message
hj, reached, pi
hj, planned, pi
hj, selected, p, τ , ci

hj, aborted, pi
hj, scan, v, qi
hj, tree, Kj i

1.3.2.5

Content description
robot j has reached goal position p
robot j has planned node p as goal
robot j has selected node p as goal, τ is
the planned path and c the corresponding
path length
robot j has aborted goal node p
robot j has acquired new 3D scan data v
at q
robot j shares its exploration tree Kj

Affected data in receiving robot h
j-th tuple in team model Th is reset
j-th tuple in team model Th is reset
j-th tuple in team model Th is filled with
(p, τ , c)
j-th tuple in team model Th is reset
3D scan data is integrated in volumetric
map Hh
Kh is compared with Kj to check if a map
synchronization with robot j is needed

Volumetric Map and Information Gain

A volumetric map Hj is incrementally built by robot j to represent the
explored region E k and associate an information gain to each safe configuration. Specifically, Hj is a probabilistic occupancy gridmap, stored in the
form of an Octomap [50]. This partitions the environment in free, occupied
and unknown cells with a pre-fixed resolution. Such a model allows to nicely
model an environment populated by low-dynamic objects [104].
We compute the information gain I(q, k) as the volume of the unknown
cells of Hj which are visible at step k from the robot at q, following the
approaches in [67, 45].
1.3.2.6

Shared Knowledge Representation and Update

Each robot of the team stores and updates its individual representation of
the world state.
In particular, robot j incrementally builds its individual point cloud map
Mj by using the acquired scans (see 2.1). This allows the path planner to
safely take into account explored terrain extensions and possible environment changes.
At the same time, robot j updates its volumetric map Hj by integrating
its acquired 3D scans and the scan messages received from teammates. As
mentioned above, some of the scan messages can be lost and Hj may only
partially represent the actual explored region E k .
We are currently working on a procedure to mitigate this problem: each
robot continuously broadcasts a tree message at a fixed frequency 1/TM .
In particular, robot h uses a tree message of robot j in order to estimate
if the map Hh sufficiently overlaps with Hj or it missed the integration of
some scan message data. A pseudocode description of this procedure is
reported in Annex 2.2 this verifies if the Euclidean projections of Kj and
Kh sufficiently overlap each other. If a sufficient overlap is not verified, a
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synchronization and merge procedure4 is triggered between the maps of the
two robots i and j relying on the approaches described in [28, 29].
The above information sharing mechanism allows to implement a shared
information gain, i.e. each robot computes the information gain on the
basis of a distributed shared knowledge. This enforces team cooperation
by minimizing useless actions such as exploring regions already visited by
teammates.
1.3.2.7

Team Model

The team model of an exploration robot is very similar to the one used by a
patrolling robot (see Paragraph 1.3.1.5). Specifically, the planning state of
the team (aka team model) is represented by the following table
Tj = h(p1 , τ1 , c1 , t1 ), ..., (pm , τm , cm , tm )i.

(4)

This stores for each robot h its selected goal position ph ∈ S (instead of
storing a node as in patrolling), the last computed safe path τh to ph , the
associated travel cost ch ∈ R+ (i.e. the length of τh ) and the timestamp
th of the last message used to update (ph , τh , ch ). The table Tj is updated
by using all the received broadcast messages. Old invalid message data are
cleaned off from Tj by assigning a pre-fixed expiration time to each received
message. See the work 2.2 for further details.
1.3.2.8

Topological and Metric conflicts in Exploration

A topological conflict between two robots i and j is defined with respect to
their exploration trees Ki and Kj . Specifically, a node conflict occurs when
robot i and j try to add a new view node in the same spatial region at the
same time, respectively ni in Ki and nj in Kj . We identify this situation
when the corresponding positions p(ni ) ∈ R3 and p(nj ) ∈ R3 are closer than
a certain distance Dg ≤ Rs (the sensor perception range).
For exploration and patrolling tasks, metric conflicts are defined in the
same way (see Paragraph 1.3.1.7).
1.3.2.9

Two-Level Coordination Strategy for Exploration

Our exploration strategy maintains the same two-level approach introduced
in Paragraph 1.3.1.8 (see Figure 9).
The exploration agent acts on the topological strategy level by suitably
planning and adding a new view node ng (corresponding to a view configuration) on its exploration tree. Cooperation is attained by using the shared
information gain (see Sect. 1.3.2.6) in this planning process.
4

This is a work in progress.
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Figure 9: The two-level exploration strategy implemented on each robot.
The path planner acts on the metric strategy level (see Figure 9) by
computing the best safe path from the current robot position to the goal
position p(ng ) by using its individual point cloud map (see Annex 2.1 for
further details).
The exploration agent guarantees topological coordination by continuously monitoring and negotiating possibly incoming node conflicts (see Annex 2.2). In case two or more robots plan new view configurations close to
each other (node conflict), the robot with the smaller path length actually
goes, while the other robots stop and re-plans a new view node.
As explained in Paragraph 1.3.1.8, the path planner guarantees metric coordination. Also in this case, the continuous interaction between the
exploration agent and the path planner plays a crucial role.
More details about the exploration strategy are provided in Annex 2.2.
1.3.2.10

Coverage Task

Coverage and exploration tasks have the same objective: robots have to
cover the environment with sensory perceptions. But while coverage robots
have a full prior knowledge of the environment W (which can be used to
plan safe motions), exploration robots must online discover W and restrict
their motions within the known terrain.
Our team of exploration robots can be used to perform a coverage task.
To this aim, we provide them with a point cloud map M representing the full
environment. Specifically, at t0 , robot j sets Mj = M and Hj = ∅. During
the coverage task, the volumetric map Hj is used as in exploration: it is
incrementally built in order (i) to represent the regions of the environment
covered so far and (ii) to compute the information gain of candidate view
configurations. The map Mj is used by the path planner to plan safe paths.
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Figure 10: The functional diagram of the multi-robot exploration system.
Robots share the same internal software architecture. The legend on the
top left represent the different kind of exchanged messages.
Clearly, such an approach does not take advantage of the full prior knowledge of the environment, which in principle allows to pre-compute an optimal team strategy. Nonetheless, our framework can be conveniently used
when the environment undergoes low-dynamic changes which can invalidate
a precomputed plan. In fact, our 3D mapping is capable of continuously integrating detected changes and our online decision-making correspondingly
adapts robot behaviour to the new environment model.
1.3.2.11

Exploration Software Design

A functional diagram of the multi-robot exploration system is reported in
Fig. 10. This architecture have many blocks in common with the patrolling
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system architecture shown in Fig. 3.
• The robots, each one with its own ID ∈ {1, ..., m}: these have the same
internal architecture and host the on-board functionalities which concern
decision-making and data processing aspects both at topological level and
at metric level. According to Paragraph 1.3.2.6, each robot maintains and
updates an environment model in its internal memory. With respect to the
architecture in Fig. 3, the exploration robots host a volumetric mapping
module and an exploration agent (instead of the patrolling agent).
• The core services, hosted in the main central computer: these represent
the multi-robot system persistence. These allow specific modules to load
and save map and robot trajectories (along with other TRADR data structures). With respect to the architecture in Fig. 3, for sake of clarity, we
removed the patrolling graph from the central database (which is here
useless).
• The core modules, also hosted in the central computer: these includes the
exploration monitor (instead of the patrolling monitor). This continuously
checks the current status of the exploration activities and records relevant
data for monitoring and benchmarking.
• The multi-robot 3D GUI hosted on one OCU (Operator Control Unit):
this is based on RVIZ and allows the user (i) to build an exploration
fence, which consists of a set of points defining a polygonal bounding
region limiting the explorable area (ii) to visualize relevant point cloud
data, maps and robot models (iii) to stop/restart robots when needed
(iv) to trigger the loading/saving of maps and robot trajectories in the
central memory. We built this RVIZ interface starting from the patrolling
RVIZ GUI by adding the new needed controls for exploration tasks.

1.3.2.12

Exploration Results

Our exploration framework was tested during the last TRADR evaluation
exercise in Rotterdam, in November 2017. The full TRADR system was
evaluated by the GB firefighters end-users in the RDM Delinquents Training plant (see Fig. 11a). In particular, Fig. 11b shows the TRADR OCU
displaying the GUI with a map and robot camera feedback.
We were able to run different exploration experiments and build a map
of the plant with two UGVs. Fig. 12 shows two maps obtained at two
different stages of an exploration process. During those runs the two UGVs
started at the same location. In order to attain a multi-robot localization,
a background process was designed to globally align the two robot maps
in 3D and, in case of success, provide corrections to the mutual position
estimates. This procedure provided good results when the pose graphs of
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Figure 11: Left: the RDM Deltalinqs Training plant used for TEVAL exercise in November 2017. Right: a fireman operating the GUI interface for
monitoring path planning, patrolling and exploration.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: An experiment with a team of two UGVs in the RDM Deltalinqs
Training plant. Two maps obtained in two different phases of a collaborative
exploration.
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Figure 13: An experiment at the RDM Deltalinqs Training plant. A team of
two UGVs was used during the mission. In this figure, point cloud maps and
volumetric maps are overlaid. The cubes represent the obstacle cells of the
volumetric map Hj built by one of the robots. The green points represent
segmented traversable regions of the point cloud map Mj . The red points
represent segmented obstacles on the point cloud map Mj . The two search
trees of the robots are shown (see Annex 2.2 for further details): these
collect candidate view configurations, represented as small yellow arrows in
the figure. In particular the lighter the yellow of the arrows, the higher the
associated utility value.

the two registered maps were mutually consistent (up to a roto-translation)
and did not present strong distributed deformations.
We observed that map visualization is the most demanding networking
functionality of the TRADR system. This is only required on the 3D GUI
of the central core if a user want to monitor exploration actitivities (see
Fig. 10). In this context, the NIMBRO network transport layer was crucial
for achieving almost smooth map data transfers.
Fig. 14 shows a simulation run with a team of two robots. An extensive
simulation analysis is currently in progress in order to assess and analyse in
detail the performances of the presented exploration method.
More results and details about multi-robot exploration running in VREP simulation can be found at the following link:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1X65BoVY7L5Ve4GhC1nJ3t_Iw18UhrqOx.
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Figure 14: A V-REP simulation with a team of two exploration robots. The
two different volumetric maps of the robots are overlapped and shown in the
picture. The robots start in different locations, knowing their initial mutual
positions. As for the volumetric map, only the obstacle cells are shown. The
search tree of each robot is also shown. Each search tree is expanded only
of the traversable portion of the point cloud map.

1.3.3

Integration of Adaptive Traversal Function in Path Planning

CTU and ROMA joined their efforts in integrating the Adaptive Traversal (AT) algorithm into the path planner. The goal of this integration is
to push the autonomous navigation capabilities of our UGVs towards more
challenging and harsh terrains.
Before the integration, the path planner did not control the flippers
leaving them in the default position all the time. This may restrict the
reachable area of the UGV but it also simplifies collision checking. As a
result, the (local) path planner is able to continuously re-plan a new safe
path at a very fast pace and the UGV readily reacts to possible dynamic
changes in the environment.
We integrated the AT algorithm on the local level of the path planner
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by using a decoupled approach with the aim of maintaining computational
efficiency. In this regard, our sampling-based local path planner defers to
the AT algorithm the selection of the most appropriate flipper configuration
for each sampled configuration.
In particular, as reported in 2.1, for implementation and efficiency reasons we make use of a global and a local path planners. Given a set of
3D waypoints as input, the global path planner is in charge of a) checking the existence of a traversable path joining them and b) minimizing a
traversability cost function along the computed path. This cost function
combines together the multi-robot traversability cost along with an optional
task dependent cost function. Once a global path solution τg is found, the
local path planner continuously re-plans a traversable path τl that safely
drives the robot from its current configuration q to the first configuration
of τg intersecting a sphere of radius Rl centred at q.
The local path planner and the AT algorithm work together to compute
a local safe path τl by using a decoupled approach. Let q = [qb , qf ]T ∈ C
denote a full configuration of the UGV, where qb ∈ C b is the configuration
of the baselink in SE(3) and qf ∈ C f denotes the flipper configurations
(i.e. a set of four flipper angles). A sampling-based tree (randomized A*)
is expanded in the full configuration space C. A kinematic model of the full
UGV body (baselink+flippers) and the available 3D map of the environment are used for collision checking during the process. At each step of the
sampling-based tree expansion:
1. first, the local path planner generates a new sample configuration qb
which places the baselink over the traversable points of the map;
2. then, the AT algorithm chooses the most appropriate configuration
qf , which best adapt the flippers to the 3D model of the terrain;
3. next, collision checking is performed in order to validate the full generated configuration q.
Indeed, this decoupled approach allows to efficiently compute a solution
path in the full configuration space C by actually using its projection C b as
the actual search space (where new sample configurations are generated).
Additionally, this approach inherits the advantages of the AT algorithm
both at planning time and execution time.
In fact, at execution time, the AT algorithm is consistently called to work
in parallel with the trajectory tracking algorithm, with the same decoupled
approach. Specifically, once a path is planned and must be executed, the
trajectory tracking controls the UGV baselink along the projected planned
path in C b while the AT correspondingly re-computes the actual flipper
configurations by using laser data.
In conclusion, the basic technical difficulties of the integration have already been overcome. In order to attain a robust UGV navigation in all
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the conditions (especially over very harsh terrains), there is still the need of
some work in bug-fixing and fine-tuning of the parameters.
1.3.4

Point Cloud Segmentation and Clustering for Traversability Analysis

Point cloud segmentation and clustering are crucial ingredients in terrain
traversability analysis for UGV navigation. In Annex 2.1, we presented a
path planning pipeline in which, as a basis, map points are segmented in order to estimate a traversability of the terrain. First, geometric features such
as surface normals and principal curvatures are computed and organized in
histogram distributions. Then, clustering is applied on 3D coordinates of
points, mean surface curvatures and normal directions [72, 37]. As a result,
a classification (labeling) of the 3D map in regions such as walls, terrain,
surmountable obstacles and stairs/ramps is obtained.
In Annex 2.6, we analysed, developed and tested different segmentation
methods and point clustering algorithms with the following main goals:
• Identify in the literature methods which could be efficiently implemented and run on-board of our UGVs with their limited computational resources;
• Implement and test these methods on our laser datasets. It is worth
noting that the maps generated by our UGVs present in some cases a
significant noise, which can make segmentation a challenging task.
• Compare the performances of our traversability analysis algorithms
with the new implemented methods.
• Find direction of improvements for our traversability analysis module.
In particular, we focused on methods for segmenting planes, stairs and
ramps in a 3D point cloud map. These methods have an important role in
many industrial scenarios in which our UGVs are supposed to operate.
Given the limited computational capabilities of our UGVs, in this research and engineering work, we only considered efficient geometric-based
algorithms. At present time, the literature offers a huge amount of datadriven methods. Most of them are based on deep learning, can only be
implemented by using a powerful GPU (and a significant amount of dedicated memory) and are specifically designed for vision tasks (e.g. visual
object classification). On our UGVs, we do not have advanced hardware
resources and the input consists of a large amount of 3D laser data, which
need to be fast processed.
In Annex 2.6, each of the examined algorithms was tested in combination with 3D edge extraction methods. Beyond classical segmentation
and clustering algorithms (e.g. conditional Euclidean clustering, RANSAC
with plane and line model fitting, super-voxel clustering) we also tested
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approaches such as Difference-of-Normals segmentation [56], the Houghtransform-based plane segmentation described in [15] and the more recent
constrained plane fitting segmentation method in [80].
We found that the segmentation methods in [15] and in [80] are very
promising and succeed to segment planes well in a number of situations.
Nonetheless, these methods depend on many parameters and are very sensitive to their changes. In fact, we verified that, in many cases, the smallest
change of one parameter can invalid the whole map segmentation. Moreover, in order to attain the best results, these parameters should be manually
tuned and adapted to the scenario at hand.
As an additional result, we found that the Difference-of-Normals method
[56] works best for segmenting out stairs, as a specialized and robust edge
extraction method. Nonetheless, this approach is computational intensive5
and cannot be flexibly used for recognizing also planes, ramps and in general
traversable regions. This implies that it could only be used as an additional
segmentation module on our UGVs if additional on-board computational
resources were available.
This work brought the following conclusions:
• we experienced that the general usability of the analysed and tested
methods is very limited with the available TRADR datasets6 ; these
methods are very sensitive to parameters change; in order to have good
results, these parameters should be tuned and adapted each time to
the dataset/scenario at hand.
• For our purposes (in the TRADR scenarios), the segmentation and
clustering algorithms used in our UGVs show on the average good
results, with the best flexibility and efficiency-accuracy trade-off.
Clearly, further analyses with more complex algorithms (e.g. based on
DNNs and CNNs) and the availability of a dedicated hardware with GPU
on our UGVs would bring our research on different directions and results.
1.3.5

3D Reconstruction and Incremental Segmentation by using
RGBD-SLAM

In this section, we present PLVS, a research project at the intersection of
WP1, WP2 and WP4. PLVS stands for Points, Lines, Volumetric mapping,
incremental Segmentation. The goal of the PLVS project is to create a
novel and comprehensive RGB-D SLAM framework which can reliably run
onboard of small-sized robotic platforms and is able to generate a volumetric
map of the surrounding environment. An efficient incremental (geometricbased) segmentation is available as a basis for enabling advanced object
detection and semantic mapping.
5
6

It requires the computation of normals at two different resolutions.
These were recorded during exercises or in scenarios of interest.
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Figure 15: Details of a 3D reconstruction with PLVS (a) line segments (b)
normals (c) point cloud (d) segmented point cloud.
We think PLVS can enable the construction of accurate and coloured
maps which can better support the autonomous navigation of UGVs and enhance the end-user situational awareness. In particular, traversability analysis could benefit from the richer information offered by a denser and coloured
map. This can clearly enable a more robust segmentation of stairs/ramps
and planes (cfr. Sect. 1.3.4). Moreover, the mutual robot localization could
be enhanced by the vision-based place recognition algorithm of PLVS (visual
bag of words) to detect large loop closures. Additionally, a dense coloured
3D map can better represent the environment and be exploited by the endusers for more detailed assessments and decision-making.
In more detail, PLVS is a real-time system which leverages sparse RGB-D
SLAM, volumetric mapping and 3D unsupervised incremental segmentation.
The system can run entirely on CPU or can profit by available GPU computational resources in order to efficiently extract features from images. The
SLAM module is keyframe-based and relies on the extraction and tracking
of sparse points and segment lines as features. Volumetric mapping runs in
parallel with respect to the SLAM front-end and allows to obtain a 3D reconstruction of the explored enviroment by fusing point clouds backprojected
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(b)

Figure 16: The 3D reconstruction and the segmented map obtained in a big
office environment by using PLVS.
from keyframes. Different volumetric mapping methods are supported and
integrated in PLVS. A novel reprojection error is used for bundle-adjusting
line segments. This error takes advantage of depth information in order to
better stabilize the position estimate of line segment endpoints and can be
also used with stereo camera systems. An unsupervised incremental segmentation method (based on point normals and on the information extracted
from 3D lines) is implemented and integrated in the PLVS framework.
PLVS was designed as a modular framework, i.e. its different capabilities are organized in divisions which can be enabled/disabled and configured by users in different ways. This allows to finely trade-off map accuracy/resolution versus CPU load and to adapt the framework capabilities
to the system at hand.
We achieved state of the art performance by running the system entirely
on the CPU of a laptop with a typical Intel Core-i7. We obtained good
results on an NVIDIA Jetson TX1 board by (i) using a CUDA implementation of the feature extraction module, (ii) decreasing the working resolution
of the volumetric mapping and (iii) disabling some more CPU-demanding
capabilities.
It is worth noting that current state-of-the-art methods such as ElasticFusion [106] use fully optimized GPU code and, in order to properly run,
they usually require advanced computational capabilities which are only
available on top-end NVIDIA GPUs. Clearly, such advanced GPU capabilities are not available on small-sized robotic platforms given their usual
SWaP (Size, Weight and Power) limitations.
In table 4 and table 5, we present some preliminary performances of the
PLVS system obtained on a laptop with Intel Core-i7 (see below). For each
evaluation dataset, we report the median results over five runs in order to
account for the non-deterministic nature of the multi-threading system.
In particular, in table 4, we report the obtained tracking accuracy on
the TUM datasets [100]. We compare therein PLVS to the state-of-the-art
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(b)

(c)

Figure 17: (a) The UGV equipped with a realsense R200, (b) and (c) the
volumetric map built by PLVS in the ramp-experiment.
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Dataset
freiburg1
freiburg1
freiburg1
freiburg1
freiburg1
freiburg1
freiburg1
freiburg1
freiburg1
freiburg2
freiburg2
freiburg2
freiburg2
freiburg2
freiburg2
freiburg2
freiburg2
freiburg2
freiburg2
freiburg2
freiburg2
freiburg2
freiburg2
freiburg2
freiburg3
freiburg3
freiburg3
freiburg3
freiburg3
freiburg3
freiburg3
freiburg3
freiburg3
freiburg3
freiburg3
freiburg3

360
desk
desk2
floor
plant
room
rpy
teddy
xyz
360 hemisphere
360 kidnap
coke
desk
dishes
large no loop
large with loop
metallic sphere
metallic sphere2
pioneer 360
pioneer slam
pioneer slam2
pioneer slam3
rpy
xyz
cabinet
large cabinet
long office household
nostructure notexture far
nostructure notexture near withloop
nostructure texture far
nostructure texture near withloop
structure notexture far
structure notexture near
structure texture far
structure texture near
teddy
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PLVS-RMSE

ElasticFusion-RMSE

FrameDrops

0.095
0.015
0.039
0.019
0.058
0.018
0.043
0.009
0.144
0.511
0.013
0.032
0.525
0.721
0.121
0.003
0.006
0.043
0.011
0.031
0.022
0.021
0.02
0.011
0.015
-

0.108
0.02
0.048
0.022
0.068
0.025
0.083
0.011
0.071
0.015
0.011
0.099
0.017
0.074
0.016
0.03
0.021
0.013
0.015
0.049

1.6%
3.1%
3.2%
11.8%
1.3%
0.7%
4.0%
1.3%
0.8%
2.2%
1.2%
2.0%
2.5%
2.2%
1.8%
2.4%
1.7%
1.2%
61.6%
52.7%
52.3%
32.3%
2.1%
1.5%
4.1%
3.9%
4.9%
4.7%
3.9%
4.0%
3.5%
3.5%
3.7%
4.7%
4.9%
4.2%

Table 4: Absolute Tracking Error (ATE) RMSE obtained on the TUM
datasets [100]. For comparison purposes, we report the performances of
PLVS and of ElasticFusion [106]. As for PLVS, it is worth noting that we
used the same constant set of parameters in all the environments. It is worth
noting that, although the capturing device provides RGB-D frames at 30Hz,
a number of sequences are missing a certain amount of frames that were simply never recorded: this value is represented in FrameDrops column. This
percentage values are provided in [106].
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System
PLVS-Octree
PLVS-Chisel
PLVS-FastFusion
PLVS-Octomap
PLVS-VoxelGrid
ElasticFusion
DVO-SLAM
RGB-DSLAM
MRSMap
Kintinuous
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kt0

kt1

kt2

kt3

0.008
0.013
0.078
0.107
0.057
0.007
0.032
0.044
0.061
0.011

0.019
0.024
0.123
0.047
0.062
0.007
0.061
0.032
0.140
0.008

0.028
0.025
0.105
0.025
0.066
0.008
0.119
0.031
0.098
0.009

0.008
0.011
0.093
0.012
0.040
0.028
0.053
0.167
0.248
0.150

Table 5: A comparison of the surface reconstruction accuracies which were
obtained on the ICL-NUIM datasets [46]. The reported values represent
the average distance (in meters) of each reconstructed point to the nearest
surface in the ground truth 3D model.
ElasticFusion [106]. It is worth mentioning that while ElasticFusion (and
also other methods) adopts a different set of optimized parameters in each
environment, we used the same constant set of parameters for PLVS in all
the datasets.
In table 5, we report the obtained surface reconstruction accuracies on
the ICL-NUIM datasets [46] and we compare PLVS with other state-of-theart methods [59, 99, 106, 105, 35].
It is worth mentioning that on December 2017, we prepared a short paper
presentation of PLVS. This was submitted to NVIDIA for an NVIDIA
GPU Grant Request. The request was approved on December 30th
and NVIDIA was happy to support our work with the donation of a Jetson
TX2 board.
The code developed for this framework will be released as open source,
as reported in Sect. 1.3.6.
1.3.6

Software Development and Release

During Year 4, we documented all the developed software. To this end, we
prepared dedicated pages on the wiki system of the Consortium. These have
been regularly updated after major code changes.
These wiki pages contain instructions on how to (i) download to the
software, (ii) build the code, (iii) launch the applications and (iv) use the
related GUI.
The wiki page in Annex 2.9 presents the instructions on how to test
our multi-robot framework via V-REP simulation: it is also available at
https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/V-REP_Simulation.
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Package name

License

Release date

Repo

Path planner
+ VREP

BSD

After review and related paper submission in arxiv (April
2018)

Will

Patrolling

BSD

After review and related paper submission (April 2018)

Will

Exploration

BSD

After review and related paper submission (April 2018)

Will

PLVS

GPL

After related paper
submission
(MayJune 2018)

To be defined

Freda et al.

be created in https://
github.com/tradr-project

be created in https://
github.com/tradr-project
be created in https://
github.com/tradr-project

Table 6: Table of code release.
The wiki page in Annex 2.10 presents the instructions on how to test
our multi-robot path planning and patrolling framework: it is also available at https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Launch_path_
planning.
The above wiki pages are accessible to all the project partners in order
to support them during testing and integration.
The instructions on how to compile and use the multi-robot exploration
framework are detailed in the README file of the related ROS package.
It is worth noting that all the developed software will be released according to Table 6.
In particular, the path planner, the patrolling and the exploration packages are currently available in the private gitlab system of the consortium.
At present time, we are updating the software packages for the preparations
of the Year 4 Review. We are going to release the software after the Review,
in particular after a submission of the related works (Annex 2.1 and 2.2) to
the e-print archive arxiv.org. This is scheduled for April 2018.
As for PLVS, a journal paper is in currently under preparation. We are
going to release the developed code after a submission of the related work
(Annex 2.5) to a journal or to the e-print archive arxiv.org. This is scheduled
for May-June 2018.

1.4

Relation to the state-of-the-art

In this section we will describe how the results of WP4 in Year 4 are related
to the state-of-the-art.
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Multi-robot patrolling

Multi-robot patrolling with advantages of spatial distribution and fault tolerance has found in recent years several applications in real domains where
distributed surveillance, inspection or control are crucial (e.g., computer network administration [9, 27], security [3, 5, 49], search and rescue [1, 81, 8],
persistent monitoring [98], hotspot policing [19], military [78]).
In this task, a team of robots is required to repeatedly visit a set of areas
of interest, in order to monitor them [70, 20, 7, 33, 90, 85].
In the literature two main overlapping taxonomies can be identified for
the existing approaches. They provide different classifications of them either
on the basis of the kind of application [3, 5] or with respect to the applied
theoretical principles [70, 20, 91, 33, 38, 49, 76, 87].
On the basis of the type of application, the existing approaches can be
divided in adversarial patrol [110], perimeter patrol [6] and area patrol [85].
Regarding the theoretical baseline, they can be distinguished in pioneer
methods [70], graph theory methods [20, 83] and alternative coordination
methods [91].
The second taxonomy classifies the state-of-the-art approaches up to
2011 [85]. On the basis of recent research advancements in this field, an
alternative subdivision might be devised. A proposal could be to further
decompose alternative coordination methods in game theory methods [49],
methods resorting to statistical approaches [91, 87], methods using principles
from control theory [76] and also logic-based methods [8]. An alternative
up-to-date review of some of the aforementioned works can also be found in
[87] and in [108].
With respect to the aforementioned taxonomies, the approach that WP4
developed in TRADR is at the intersection of the class of pioneer methods
and the class of area patrol.
Scalability and computational complexity constraints and the end-user
request of being provided with such a capability motivated the choice the
pioneer architecture and the area patrol as type of application, respectively.
Pioneer methods are commonly based on simple architectures where heterogeneous robots with limited perception and communication capabilities
are guided to locations that have not been visited for a while, aiming to
maintain a high frequency of visits [85]. Under this setting, agents can
behave either in a reactive (with local information) or in a cognitive (with
access to global information) manner [70, 33]. Over the years, these methods
led to what is today better known as frequency-based patrolling [20, 34]. In
this type of patrolling, the goal of the team of robots is to maximize a given
frequency criterion, usually the idleness [83, 108], that is, the time between
consecutive visits to a particular point within the patrol region [79, 86].
In [82], the authors state that in some cases, simple strategies, like the pioneer ones, with reactive agents, even without communication capabilities,
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can achieve equivalent or improved performance when compared to more
complex ones. A study of the scalability and performance of some of the
patrolling strategies mentioned above has been reported in [85].
Despite the focus that multi-robot patrolling has received recently, it can
be noted that there is a manifest lack of practical real-world implementations
of such systems [82]. Most of them do not account for 3D[17, 57, 79].
When dealing with real robots operating in harsh environments particular attention has to be payed on the communication, the coordination and
the collaboration among the UGVs for safe joint navigation [2, 11, 94].
We improve the current state-of-the-art by proposing an approach, based
on a two-level coordination strategy, to cope with the problems rising up in
orchestrating a team of real robots deployed in a disaster environment. We
migrated multi-robot patrolling on 3D worlds and, finally, we also provide a
real deployment with a team of UGVs in an Urban Search & Rescue scenario.
1.4.2

Multi-robot Exploration and Coverage

In the next future, fleets of autonomous robots will be able to flexibly and
cooperatively perform multiple tasks such as exploration, coverage and patrolling [58, 84]. Amongst these tasks, an exploration mission is crucial
for first assessments and to preliminary build a model of an unknown environment. This operation typically requires an higher level of autonomy
and robustness, especially with UGVs or UAVs operating in complex 3D
environments [66, 101, 13, 77, 95].
Specifically, the goal of a team of exploring robots is to cooperatively
cover an unknown environment with sensory perceptions [39]. Typically,
the expected output of an exploration is a 3D map of the environment [101]
or the discovery of interesting information/objects [26, 10]. Indeed, multirobot exploration has a wide range of potential applications, spanning from
search-and-rescue operations [22, 73, 63] to surveillance [12], mapping [30]
and planetary missions.
In general, a multi-robot system presents many advantages over a single
robot system [109]: completion time is reduced, information sharing and
redundancy can be used to increase the map accuracy and localization quality [88, 30]. Nonetheless, taking advantage of a multi-robot architecture and
actually attaining performance improvements requires the design of sophisticated strategies which can guarantee cooperation (avoid useless actions)
and coordination (avoid conflicts).
In the literature, the problem of covering a scene with sensory perceptions comes in many flavours. Essentially, a sequence of viewpoints (where to
gather sensory perceptions) must be planned over a scene of interest. Three
main specializations can be considered for this viewpoint planning problem:
next-best-view, exploration and coverage.
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Next-best-view

If the scene consists of a single-object without obstacles, next-best-view planning algorithms are in order [23, 103, 31, 65]. In this case, the goal is to obtain an accurate 3D reconstruction of an arbitrary object of interest. These
approaches typically samples candidate view configurations within a sphere
around the target object and select the view configuration with the highest
information gain. The downside of these strategies is they do not scale well
in multi-objects scenes.
The exploration framework developed in WP4 uses the same philosophy
of next-best-view approaches. First, candidate views are generated. In
our case, we locally expand a sampling-based tree of candidate views over
the traversable terrain surrounding the robot. Then, the next best view
is selected. As in [13], we first identify the the branch b∗ of the expanded
tree which maximizes the total information gain (as in a receding-horizon
scheme) and then select as next view the nearby node along b∗ .
1.4.2.2

Exploration

When the scene is an unknown environment, viewpoint planning is referred
to as exploration.
Many exploration strategies are frontier-based [107]. Here, the frontier
is defined as the boundary between known and unknown territory and is
approached in order to maximize the expected information gain. In most
strategies, a team of robots cooperatively build a metric representation of the
environment, where frontier segments are extracted and used as prospective
viewpoints.
In [16], Burgard et al. presented a frontier-based decentralized strategy
where robots negotiate targets by optimizing a mixed utility function which
takes into account the expected information gain, the cost-to-go and the
number of negotiating robots. In [52], the same decentralized frontier-based
approach is extend to a large-scale heterogenous team of mobile robots.
An incremental deployment algorithm is presented in [51], where robots
approach the frontier while retaining visual contact with each other.
In [42, 38], a sensor-based random graph is expanded by the robots
by using a randomized local planner that automatically realizes a trade-off
between information gain and navigation cost.
A interesting class of exploration methods fall under the hat of active SLAM [69, 60, 18, 102] (or integrated exploration [71]), which considers the correlation between viewpoint selection and the onboard localization/mapping quality. For instance, in [64, 41], the utility of a particular
frontier region is also considered from the viewpoint of relative robot localization. Similarly, belief-space planning methods were proposed to integrate
the expected robot belief into motion planning [24, 55].
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An interesting multi-robot architecture is presented in [111], where robots
are guided through the exploration by a market economy. Similarly, in [97],
a centralized frontier-based approach is proposed in which a bidding protocol
is used to assign frontier targets to the robots.
In [93], an exploration strategy is driven by the resolution of a partial
differential equation. A similar concept is presented in [95]. Here, in order
to solve a stochastic differential equation, Shen et al. use particles as an
efficient sparse representation of the free space and for identifying frontiers.
Biological-inspired strategies based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
are presented in [25], where an exploration task is defined through the distributed optimization of a suitable sensing function.
In [75], an efficient exploration strategy exploits background information (i.e. a topo-metric map) of the environment in order to improve time
performances.
1.4.2.3

Coverage

When a prior 3D model of the scene is assigned, the viewpoints planning
problem is known as coverage [21, 47]. In [58], a special issue collects new research frontiers and advancements on multi-robot coverage along with multirobot search and exploration. In [4], Agmon et al. propose a strategy for
efficiently building a coverage spanning tree for both online and offline coverage, with aim of minimizing the time to complete coverage. In [48], an
efficient frontier-based approach is proposed to solve at the same time both
the problems of exploration (maximize the size of the reconstructed model)
and coverage (observe the entire surface of the environment, maximize the
model completeness). In [43, 36], coverage strategies are presented for inspecting complex structures on the ocean floor by using an autonomous
underwater vehicles.
1.4.2.4

Our Approach

In Year 4 we developed a multi-robot exploration framework by casting the
two level coordination strategy presented in Annex 2.1 into an 3D exploration context. The resulting distributed technique minimizes and explicitly
manages the occurrence of conflicts and interferences in the robot team. In
this work, we focused on typical challenges that UGVs must face such as (i)
avoiding conflicts in narrow passages, (ii) performing reliable traversability analysis and coordinated path-planning, (iii) reliably localizing in 3D
while simultaneously updating and extending the input 3D metric map. In
our exploration approach, each robot selects where to scan next by using
a receding horizon next-best-view approach [13]. A sampling-based tree is
directly expanded on segmented traversable regions of the terrain 3D map.
Locations with higher priorities can be online assigned in order to bias the
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exploration process. The presented framework can be also used to perform
coverage tasks in the case a 3D map of the environment is a priori provided
as input.
1.4.3

Efficient Multi-DOF Path Planning

Motion planning for the TRADR UGV has many connections to motion
planning for planetary rovers – unstructured terrain, nontrivial robot-terrain
interaction (wheel/track slippage etc.) and several degrees of freedom that
allow for changing the shape of the robot body (both passive and active) [54,
53, 14]. Howard and Kelly [53] presented an efficient trajectory generation
algorithm for wheeled rovers with passive bogie joints where configurations
of the robot body in each sampled point are computed using (linearized)
forward motion equations on the terrain approximated by a third-order Lagrangian function.
Gianni et al. [44] presented an approach that does not control the robot
body, as most path planners do, but instead plans the path of the tips of
the two front flipper, computing the required body configuration afterwards
using a differential control law on locally linearized terrain.
Several proposed algorithms are based on generating a high-level path
in a subset of the configuration space, and having this path, sampling a trajectory along it in the full configuration space [62]. Kim et al. [61] presented
an algorithm that automatically “enables” or “disables” some DOFs of the
robot during path planning based on the number of failed RRT node expansions.
Other approaches are available for articulated robots, which however
only have passive or fixed joints connecting their “legs”. A more or less
complex quantity called traversability index is computed for each cell of the
terrain, which is based on simulations of the final robot configuration at the
given place [68, 74] This quantity is the provided to the path planner as
a part of the cost function.
Rufli et al. [89] perform search in a highly constrained multidimensional
configuration space by using multi-resolution state lattice, which might be
seen as a generalization of the algorithms mentioned above.
The importance of having robot orientation as a part of the search space
for non-holonomic robots is stressed e.g. by Shin et al. [96].
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Annexes
Freda (2017), “3D Multi-Robot Patrolling with a TwoLevel Coordination Strategy: Simulations and Experiments”

2.1.0.1

Bibliography

Freda, L. Gianni, M. Pirri, F. Dubé ,R. Gawel, A. Cadena, C. and Siegwart, R. “3D Multi-Robot Patrolling with a Two-Level Coordination Strategy: Simulations and Experiments”. Submitted to Autonomous Robots.
Springer. New revised version after first review.
2.1.0.2

Abstract

Teams of robots patrolling harsh and complex environments can experience interference and spatial conflicts crucially affecting their activity. If
neglected, these fundamental aspects can hinder patrolling methods to attain sound performances. In this work we present a distributed multi-robot
patrolling technique in which a two-level coordination strategy is used in
order to minimize and explicitly manage the occurrence of conflicts and interferences. On a first level, a topologically based strategy, under which
each agent selects its target node on a topological map, relies on a shared
heuristic criterion and a coordination mechanism so as to prevent topological
conflicts, such as same target node selection. The second level hosts strategies based on a metric representation of space, using a laser-based SLAM
system, in which each robot path planner manages and minimizes the occurrences of spatial conflicts applying a multi-robot traversability function.
The approach is fully distributed and inherently fault-tolerant. Extensive
simulations and experiments show how the proposed method can effectively
and efficiently take care of conflicts and interferences amid robots in a patrolling team.
2.1.0.3

Relation to WP

This work presents research advancements with respect to cooperation and
coordination, at different architectural levels, for a team of UGVs patrolling
a real disaster scenario.
2.1.0.4

Availability

Restricted. Not included in the public version of this deliverable.
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Freda (2018), “3D Multi-Robot Exploration with a Two
Level Coordination Strategy and Prioritization”

2.2.0.5

Bibliography

Freda, L. Pirri, F. “3D Multi-Robot Exploration with a Two Level Coordination Strategy and Prioritization”. Work in progress.
2.2.0.6

Abstract

This work present a 3D multi-robot exploration framework for a team of
UGVs moving on unknown harsh terrains. The framework was designed
by casting the two level coordination strategy presented in [40] into the
context of multi-robot exploration. The resulting distributed exploration
technique minimizes and explicitly manages the occurrence of conflicts and
interferences in the robot team. Each robot selects where to scan next by
using a receding horizon next-best-view approach [13]. A sampling-based
tree is directly expanded on a traversable 3D map of the terrain. Locations
with higher priorities can be online assigned in order to bias the exploration
process. The presented framework can be also used to perform coverage
tasks in the case a map of the environment is a priori provided as input.
2.2.0.7

Relation to WP

This work presents research advancements with respect to cooperation and
coordination, at different architectural levels, for a team of UGVs exploring
a real disaster scenario.
2.2.0.8

Availability

Restricted. Not included in the public version of this deliverable.

2.3

Freda (2017), “3D Multi-Robot Exploration and Coverage with a Receding Horizon Next-Best-View Approach”

2.3.0.9

Bibliography

Freda, L. and Pirri, F. “3D Multi-Robot Exploration and Coverage with a
Receding Horizon “Next-Best-View”. TRADR Techday, November 2017.
2.3.0.10

Abstract

This poster was presented at the TRADR Techday, which was held in Rotteram on November 17 2017. It presents the 3D multi-robot exploration
framework implemented in the TRADR system.
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2.3.0.11

Freda et al.

Relation to WP

This work presents research advances and the implementation of a 3D multirobot exploration framework within WP4.
2.3.0.12

Availability

Unrestricted.

2.4

Freda (2017), “3D Multi-Robot Patrolling with a TwoLevel Coordination Strategy”

2.4.0.13

Bibliography

Freda, L. Gianni, M. Pirri, F. Dubé ,R. Gawel, A. Cadena, C. and Siegwart,
R. “3D Multi-Robot Patrolling with a Two-Level Coordination Strategy”.
TRADR Techday, 2017-2018.
2.4.0.14

Abstract

This poster was presented at the TRADR Techday, which was held in Rotteram on November 17 2017. It presents the 3D multi-robot patrolling
framework implemented in the TRADR system.
2.4.0.15

Relation to WP

This work presents the research advancements with respect to the coordination and collaboration at different architectural level of a team of UGVs
patrolling a real disaster scenario, under the supervision of the end-users.
2.4.0.16

Availability

Unrestricted.

2.5

Freda (2018), “PLVS: An Open-Source RBG-D SLAM
System with Keypoints, Keylines, Volumetric Mapping
and 3D Incremental Segmentation”

2.5.0.17

Bibliography

Freda, L. Spinelli, I. Pirri F. “PLVS: An Open-Source RBG-D SLAM System
with Keypoints, Keylines, Volumetric Mapping and 3D Incremental Segmentation”. In preparation. To be soon submitted to Journal of Robotics
Research (or similar).
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2.5.0.18

Freda et al.

N.B.

We have two versions of this paper:
(1) a short version, which was submitted to NVIDIA for an NVIDIA GPU
Grant Request. The request was approved on December 30th and NVIDIA
was happy to support our work with the donation of a Jetson TX2 board.
(2) A long version, which is currently in preparation for a journal submission.
2.5.0.19

Abstract

We presents PLVS: a real-time system which leverages sparse RGB-D SLAM,
volumetric mapping and 3D unsupervised incremental segmentation. The
system runs entirely on CPU. The SLAM module is keyframe-based and
relies on the extraction and tracking of sparse points and segment lines as
features. Volumetric mapping runs in parallel with respect to the SLAM
front-end and allows to obtain a 3D reconstruction of the explored enviroment by fusing point clouds backprojected from keyframes. Different volumetric mapping methods are supported and integrated in PLVS. A novel
reprojection error is used for bundle-adjusting line segments. This error
takes advantage of depth information in order to better stabilize the position estimate of line segment endpoints and can be also used with stereo
camera systems. An incremental segmentation method is implemented and
integrated in the PLVS framework. We present both qualitative and quantitative evaluations of the PLVS framework on publicly available datasets.
The software is available as open-source.
2.5.0.20

Relation to WP

This work presents research analysis for dense reconstruction and segmentation of points clouds. This could enable a reliable traversability analysis,
accurate and coloured maps for supporting a robust autonomous UGV navigation. This work is at the intersection of WP1, WP2 and WP4.
2.5.0.21

Availability

Restricted. Not included in the public version of this deliverable.

2.6

Brandizzi (2017), “Comparison between Segmentation
Methods for Point Clouds”

2.6.0.22

Bibliography

Brandizzi, N. “Comparison between Segmentation Methods for Point Clouds”.
Bachelor Thesis. University of Rome “La Sapienza”, ALCOR Lab.
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2.6.0.23

Freda et al.

Abstract

Object clustering and segmentation has been a long time studied argument
in computer vision and image processing, its application range from video
surveillance to domestic object recognition. With the constant progress of
computers and their computational speed, some research areas in robotics
and computer vision started to progressively aim to new and faster artificial intelligence approaches to identify obstacles and estimate new routes to
move from a starting point A to a goal point B (piano movers problem). In
this thesis, we want to address and compare some of the most important
algorithms for plane segmentation and point cloud clustering which constitute a fundamental basis in the analysis of 3D point clouds for task such a
robotic navigation. In particular we focus on the problem of stairs segmentation which consists in the recognition of a set of steps lying on a the main
oblique plane. Each examined algorithm is presented along with its stateof-art implementation and combined with other multiple edge extraction
methods.
2.6.0.24

Relation to WP

This research and engineering work presents the analysis we conducted on
geometric-based point cloud segmentation and clustering methods. These
are crucial ingredients in terrain traversability analysis for UGV navigation.
This work is at the intersection of WP1, WP2 and WP4.
2.6.0.25

Availability

Restricted. Not included in the public version of this deliverable.

2.7

Wiki-MR-Use-Cases (2017), “Review Yr3 Recommendations for WP4”

2.7.0.26

Bibliography

Freda, L. “Review Yr3 Recommendations for WP4.”. 2017-2018.
2.7.0.27

Abstract

This wiki page presents: (i) the recommendations we received from Reviewers on WP4 (Multi-Robot Collaboration) (ii) a concise and intuitive
description of the implemented multi-robot algorithms, as a basis for discussion and (iii) the interactions with End-Users and their required feedback
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2.7.0.28

Freda et al.

Relation to WP

It is related to the addressing of Reviewers’ comments of WP4 (see Section
1.2).
2.7.0.29

Availability

Unrestricted. Included in the public version of this deliverable. Also available at https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Review_
Yr3_Recommendations.

2.8

Wiki-MR-Use-Cases (2017), “Multi-Robot Use Cases Wiki
page on Redmine”

2.8.0.30

Bibliography

Freda, L. “Multi-Robot Use Cases Wiki page on Redmine.”. 2016-20172018.
2.8.0.31

Abstract

Wiki page on Redmine collecting useful information for the identification
of interesting multi-robot tasks within the TRADR project. The objective
of this page is two-fold: (1) to clearly define a set of doable tasks which
will be actually implemented for the reviews and demos and (2) to foster
collaboration and discussions within the TRADR team.
2.8.0.32

Relation to WP

It is related to the contribution of WP4 to use-cases of Year 3 of TRADR
project (see Section ).
2.8.0.33

Availability

Unrestricted. Included in the public version of this deliverable. Also available at https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Multi-Robot_
Use_Cases_Definition.

2.9

Wiki-VREP (2017), “V-REP Simulation Wiki page on
Redmine”

2.9.0.34

Bibliography

Freda, L. “V-REP Simulation Wiki page on Redmine.”. 2016-2017.
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2.9.0.35

Freda et al.

Abstract

Wiki page on Redmine describing how to make up and running in V-REP
the TRADR system.
2.9.0.36

Relation to WP

It is related to the implementation of the research work presented in Subsection 1.3.6, Section 1.3.
2.9.0.37

Availability

Unrestricted. Included in the public version of this deliverable. Also available at https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/V-REP_
Simulation.

2.10

Wiki-MR (2017), “Multi-Robot Path Planning and Patrolling Wiki page on Redmine”

2.10.0.38

Bibliography

Freda, L. “Multi-Robot Path Planning and Patrolling Wiki page on Redmine.”. 2016-2017.
2.10.0.39

Abstract

Wiki page on Redmine describing how to get access to the code related
to the implementation of the multi-robot path planning and patrolling. It
contains a detailed set of guidelines describing how to set up the application
in a virtual simulated environment as well as how to use it.
2.10.0.40

Relation to WP

It is related to the implementation of the research work presented in Subsection 1.3.6, Section 1.3.
2.10.0.41

Availability

Unrestricted. Included in the public version of this deliverable. Also available at https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Launch_
path_planning.
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3D Multi-Robot Exploration and Coverage
with a Receding Horizon “Next–Best–View”Approach
Luigi Freda and Fiora Pirri
Alcor Laboratory, DIAG “A. Ruberti”, Sapienza University of Rome

EU FP7 Grant 609763

Exploration mission: cover with sensory perceptions (3D laser scans) an unknown environment in a fast and robust way.
Coverage mission: a map of the environment is already available and provided to the robots; the UGVs autonomously plan their
paths in oder to cover the environment with sensory perceptions.

Challenge: design an efficient coverage/exploration algorithm which (i) can run on the robots onboard computers in a distribute
and online fashion (ii) can robustly guide the robot team in an harsh environment with limited communication bandwidth and (iii)
can minimize interference and spatial conflicts.

Contribution: an efficient framework which allows both coverage and exploration in distribute fashion. It is designed so as to
maximize within a prefixed range the information gain and so as to guarantee both coordination (avoid conflicts/collisions) and
collaboration (avoid inefficient actions). Terrain traversability is analyzed and used to steer the robots exploration towards safe
paths. For coverage tasks, a map of the environment can be loaded by the robot at the beginning of the mission.
Approach: the proposed method is based on a receding horizon “next-best-view” approach. A tree is expanded on the
traversable terrain by using a randomized A*. Different utility function can be used to bias the exploration toward interesting
regions. The best branch of the tree is computed so as to maximize the amount of unmapped space that can be
explored/covered. Multi-robot traversability is used with the aim of minimizing spatial conflicts.

DFKI Saarbrücken Germany, TU Delft Netherlands, Fraunhofer IAIS Germany, KTH Sweden, ETHZurich Switzerland, CTU Prague Czech Republic, La Sapienza University Rome Italy, Ascending Technologies
(Intel) Münich Germany, Institute für Feuerwehr und Rettungstechnologie Dortmund Germany, Corpo Nazionale Vigili del Fuoco Italy, Unified Industrial & Harbour Fire Department Netherlands, TNO Netherlands
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3D Multi-Robot Patrolling with a Two-Level Coordination Strategy
Luigi Freda1, Mario Gianni1, Fiora Pirri1,
Renaud Dube'2, Abel Gawel2, Cesar Cadena2, Roland Siegwart2
1
Alcor Laboratory, DIAG “A. Ruberti”, Sapienza University of Rome
2
Autonomous System Laboratory, ETH Zurich

EU FP7 Grant 609763

Patrolling mission: robots are required to continuously visit some points of interest so as to maximize the visit frequency of
each point. In an automated surveillance system, the robot stops at each goal station and analyses the scene searching for
victims, scene variations or abandoned/removed objects.

Challenge: teams of robots patrolling harsh and complex environments can experience interference and spatial conflicts one
another, which crucially affect their activity. Neglecting the occurrence of these events hinders both soundness and reliability of a
patrolling process.
Contributions: a distributed multi-robot patrolling technique, which uses a two-level coordination strategy that minimizes and
explicitly manages the occurrence of conflict and interference.

Two-level approach: the first level guides the agents to single out
exclusive target nodes on a topological map. This selection relies on a
shared heuristic criterion and a coordination mechanism preventing
topological conflicts. The second level hosts strategies based on a metric
representation of space and it is supported by a laser-based SLAM
system. Here, each robot path planner negotiates spatial conflicts by
applying a multi-robot traversability function. Continuous interactions
between these two levels ensure coordination and conflict resolution. The
presented method is fully distributed and inherently fault-tolerant.

DFKI Saarbrücken Germany, TU Delft Netherlands, Fraunhofer IAIS Germany, KTH Sweden, ETHZurich Switzerland, CTU Prague Czech Republic, La Sapienza University Rome Italy, Ascending Technologies
(Intel) Münich Germany, Institute für Feuerwehr und Rettungstechnologie Dortmund Germany, Corpo Nazionale Vigili del Fuoco Italy, Unified Industrial & Harbour Fire Department Netherlands, TNO Netherlands
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Review Yr3 Recommendations for WP4
This page presents:
the recommendations we received from Reviewers on WP4 (Multi-Robot Collaboration)
a concise and intuitive description of the implemented multi-robot algorithms, as a basis for discussion
the interactions with End-Users and their required feedback

Reviewers' Recommendations
Main recommendations:
"we recommend a more explicit link between requirements defined by end users on patrolling and the specific patrolling
solution chosen for the TRADR system"
"clarify this design option in Yr4 deliverables of WP4 to better link requirements with the implemented solution.
Required actions:
discuss with end-users about the optimization criteria that drive the current implementations of patrolling and
exploration
collect feedback about these optimization criteria from end-users
In order to satisfy Reviewers' requests, we [ROME] pose the following main questions to end-users:
please, read the patrolling criteria descriptions below and "our patrolling visit frequency criteria": is this reasonable for
you?
please, read the exploration and coverage descriptions below: would you use the proposed prioritized exploration?
In the following sections, you can find some brief descriptions of the input data and the main objectives that characterize our
current implementations of patrolling, exploration and coverage.
The used terminology is taken from the Robotics literature and, for simplicity, we kindly invite end-users to adopt it.

Patrolling
This is a very concise and intuitive description of some basic patrolling principles.
input: the robot team is assigned a 3D map of a known environment and a patrolling graph (nodes=points of
interest; edges=traversable paths)
on each node there is a "balloon" whose size represents the time the node has been left unvisited by robots (its
"idleness"); the balloon keeps on inflating as time passes by, i.e., the bigger the balloon the longer the node has
been left unvisited by robots
when a robot reaches a node the balloon of that node is completely deflated
objective: the robots collaborate in order to continuously visit all the nodes and keep their balloons as small as possible;
this results in maximizing the visiting frequency of each assigned node; in other words, we want to maintain each
node unvisited for the shortest time possible by revisiting it again and again (in the meanwhile, when a node is reached,
we check if something new happened there or in its surroundings)
our patrolling page: https://sites.google.com/a/dis.uniroma1.it/3d-cc-patrolling/

Different types of patrolling criteria:
frequency-based: guarantee a high frequency of visits in each part of the designated patrol area
adversarial: move efficiently in the patrol area in order to discover possible intruders (adversaries which try to
penetrate through the patrol area without being detected)
For frequency-based patrolling, the most common visit frequency criteria (according to which patrol algorithms can be
evaluated) are the following ones:
(see the papers " A Realistic Model of Frequency-Based Multi-Robot Polyline Patrolling " and " Multi-Robot Area Patrol under
Frequency Constraints " by Y. Elmaliach, A. Shiloni, and G.A. Kaminka)
1. Uniform frequency: The goal is to decrease the variance between the visit frequencies of the nodes i.e., all targets
should ideally be visited with uniform frequency f.
2. Average frequency: In the case where uniformity cannot be guaranteed, the goal is to increase the average frequency
f in which targets are visited.
https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Review_Yr3_Recommendations
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3. Under-bounded frequency: The goal is to increase the minimum frequency at which any target is visited, such that
every target is visited with a frequency of at least 1/f. In other words,
all targets should be monitored at least once every f cycles.
Implemented patrolling visit frequency criteria: our current patrolling implementation is frequency-based and puts the
accent on the average visiting frequency. Each robot selects as new target node the closest one with the highest idleness. In
general, it is very difficult to guarantee a uniform frequency or enforce an under-bound frequency in a dynamic environment
(where obstacles can move and teammates can interfere and obstruct one another) with narrow passages and a complex
topology (i.e. in our case, we do not have a simple closed fence but many POIs which are distributed over the environment
at need by the end-user). In general, uniform frequency and under-bound frequency criteria are considered when patrolling a
fence/perimeter (not an area) which is simpler than patrolling an area with complex topology.
[IKK]: The reviewers' recommendation concerns the question what the patrolling algorithm optimizes for, i.e., what it
maximizes (or minimizes). In the present version it maximizes visiting frequency (minimizes "idleness"). The reviewers were
asking whether this corresponds to end-user requirements. Maybe there are other patrolling/monitoring schemes that would
make (better) sense to them? For example: visit node A at regular intervals once an hour, visit node B at regular intervals
every half an hour. ...
[Luigi]: the current patrolling implementation aims at maximizing the visiting frequency of all the nodes (the accent is on the
average frequency). As explained above: it is very difficult to guarantee a uniform frequency in a complex dynamic
environment (not a simple fence!) where obstacles can move and teammates can interfere and obstruct one another.

Exploration
This is a very concise and intuitive description of some basic exploration principles.
input: none; the robots wake up in a completely unknown environment;
objective: cover the unknown environment with sensory perceptions in order to build a 3D map; we expect the task to
be completed in the most "efficient" way (usually minimizing completion time)
a simple analogy: imagine the environment is enclosed in a big box; this box is completely filled with a liquid which after
a while becomes solid; every time a robot switches on the laser (to acquire a new 3D scan), the laser carves a 3D cone
inside the solid matter; the final objective of the exploration is to clean all the environment from the solid matter by
using laser 3D scans;
process: the exploration is performed through a simple loop:
1. acquire a new 3D scan (clean a small portion of environment)
2. plan the next scan position within the currently "cleaned"(explored) region in order to "clean" as much new space
as possible from the new planned scan position
3. move towards the newly selected scan position
this loop implements what is considered a "next best view" strategy (an online technique)
prioritized exploration: during the exploration process, robots can be assigned some Points Of Interest (*POI*s) with
a higher priority; in this case, the robots immediately get as close as possible to these POIs and the explore their
surroundings to gather more information; for example, if victims are detected and localized by the robots, end-users can
assign a higher priority to their locations.
Implemented exploration: for sake of clarity, the implemented exploration process is more involved than described above;
the method is based on a receding horizon “next-best-view” approach. At each step, a tree is expanded on the currently
traversable terrain. Different utility functions can be used to bias the exploration toward interesting regions. The best branch
of the tree is computed so as to maximize the amount of unmapped space that can be explored/covered. Multi-robot
traversability is used with the aim of minimizing spatial conflicts.

Coverage
This is a very concise and intuitive description of some basic exploration principles.
input: the robots are given a full map of the environment (e.g. a point cloud modeling at best the full environment)
objective: cover the known environment with sensory perceptions; possible tasks: update the 3D map, discover
changes in the environment, clean the environment (vacuum cleaners), etc...
main difference with respect to exploration: here, each robot is not constrained to select its next target position within
the explored region; the next target position can be selected all over the map of the known environment
prioritizing: POIs with higher priorities can be assigned by end-users
indeed, robot vacuum cleaners perform coverage :-)
[IKK]: really? the roomba we used to use (the first model) had no map (and was not building one either); maybe that's
changed since then ;-)
[Luigi]: at present time, most advanced vacuum cleaners are able to first map the environment by using SLAM
techniques and then perform an appropriate strategy (off-line or online) for covering the environment

[IKK] Would end-users employ a prioritization strategy or would they prefer a more systematical "coverage" of the area? (This
is an important aspect to ask the end-users about.)
[IKK]: Are there "fixed" strategies for covering an area, e.g., going from left to right in a particular pattern?
[Luigi]: off-line strategies (i.e. strategies which are pre-computed before starting the mission) can be only used for coverage
(not for exploration!). You need to a priori know a model of the environment in order to pre-plan some actions. For coverage
https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Review_Yr3_Recommendations
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tasks, a famous off-line approach is the boustrophedon decomposition which is an exact decomposition of the environment in
cells, where each cell in the boustrophedon is covered with simple back and forth motions. Again, such techniques can be only
applied for coverage tasks since in order to decompose the environment you need to know it a priori. The main downside of
off-line approaches is that they usually assume the environment is static (obstacles do not move) and require exact action
executions. The exploration is commonly performed by using the aforementioned "next best view strategy": this is an online
approach which can best face the compelling uncertainty in perceptions, modeling and action executions.

Feedback From End-Users
[Vigili del Fuoco] Emanuele Gissi:
Emanuele and Luigi discussed about this page content in a dedicated phone call.
[Emanuele's conclusions after the phone-call]: Dear Luigi, as requested, we analyzed the different frequency-based
patrolling criteria. In general, these criteria can be used to evaluate the performance of a patrolling system. Even if
"uniform frequency" and "under-bounded frequency" seem reasonable criteria, in real operative scenarios the
environments usually present a complex topology and dynamic changes may occur. In these contexts, optimizing the
average frequency appears the best realistic compromise for a patrolling system.
The suggested prioritization scheme for exploration seems very promising. The possibility to steer the exploration
towards interesting locations provides a useful capability in the direction of an actual inspection. This feature can be
actually used in operative scenarios, where victims or dangerous objects a can be detected and may require a robot to
readily perform an on-spot visit.
This is why I consider your work as a good fit of our current needs.
[GB] Dominic van de Velde:
[Luigi] Question1: is our current patrolling implementation reasonable for you? Please consider that we selected the
optimization of the average visit frequency as our patrolling criteria since, in our view, this is the best and most practical
compromise in the real world.
[Domenic] I think the patrolling with the nodes is a good tool. The balloons that grow in time gives a good view for the
operator. What I don’t see/read is the possibility of prioritize the POI’s (nodes). Is it for the operator possible to give
different priorities or time-tables to the different PIO’s? I watched the patrolling page, it is good to see it work online!
[Luigi] Question2: do you think is useful to have such a prioritized exploration?
[Domenic] I think it’s a need-to-have option. The operator / end-user must be able to change the priority of the
exploration. It’s good that the robot starts with the exploration and make his own choices (based on knowledge,
information and protocols). But if there is a specialness in the area the operator/end-user must be in control to change
the priority.
[FDDO] Norbert Pahlke:
Patrolling: I agree with the colleagues concerning the question of the reviewers. Depending on the situation it should
be possible to prioritize nodes/areas for patrolling routines and asign them a different patrolling strategy or the system
itself determins the best strategy by information about e.g. the different time needed for the different distances, number
of available UGVs, ... how ever. Typically areas with the highest chance of changes are more interesting than the other
ones. A promising approach is the average frequency, because it offers the flexibility regarding the requirement given
above.
Exploration: a prioritized exploration is necessary because of several reasons but it depends also on its execution,
which is in turn depending on environment conditions and additional sensors like a RGB/IR camera. The operator should
give priority to special places like assumed victims or danger, but he is also a guide to lead the robot step by step
through the unknown area on the basis of images and his natural cognitive situational awareness. The operator may
receive information from other sources and would change and determin a new aim. That must be possible. It would be a
requirement that a UGV can choose the best and shortest way to a place across the known map.
patrolling3-ramp.png

(571 KB)

Freda, Luigi, 01/10/2018 10:54 AM
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Wiki » Discussions »

Multi-Robot Use Cases
The goals of this page are:
1. to collect useful information for the identification of interesting multi-robot tasks within the TRADR project
2. to clearly define a set of doable tasks which will be actually implemented for the reviews and demos
3. to collect all the related implementation details and issues that will arise along the way
4. foster collaboration and discussions within the TRADR team on multi-robot collaboration topics
End-users are kindly invited to add relevant information and define the desired tasks.

The companion wiki page Review_Yr3_Recommendations for WP4 reports:
the recommendations we received from Reviewers on WP4
a concise and intuitive description of the implemented multi-robot algorithms, as a basis for discussion
the interactions with End-Users and their required feedback

Basic Assumptions
Robots deployment
- Ground layer: two UGVs collaborate on the ground level in order to perform the assigned cooperative tasks (exploration,
patrolling, etc..)
- Air layer: one UAV independently flies over the facility in order to continuously monitor it and provide a strategic overview

End-users General Requirements
End-users are kindly invited to add relevant requirements for the identification/selection of the multi-robot tasks which will
be actually implemented.
FDDO (Norbert)
- common monitoring
- common search in a building keeping connection between each other and to the command car or an other human -> relay
function, swarm behaviour
- common exploration of a special dangerous area as fast as possible, UGVs alone and/or in collaboration with the UAVs
- common exploration by UAVs
Questions
Luigi: what do you mean by monitoring? Does it match with the patrolling task defined below?
[Vlada]: I guess those are just synonyms; my impression is that Norbert would like to see robots moving around and
monitoring things like fire, gas, or major changes in the mission area (blocked corridor for example)
[Norbert]: patrolling means you look around for changes, dangers ... but more or less without concrete objectives. Monitoring
means the other way around you have fixed places where you take measurements, ...
[Luigi]: in my view, Norbert's patrolling definition can be implemented as an exploration or coverage task as defined below
(see sect. Low-Level Mission/Task Definition), depending on the availability of a previously built map, and should be combined
with a parallel detection module (which is responsible for instance of detecting victims or other specific objects of interest).
Norbert's monitoring definition can be implemented as a patrolling as defined below (see sect. Low-Level Mission/Task
Definition). We took the definitions below from robotics literature.

High-Level Mission/Task Definition
Here some conceptual definitions of the multi-robot collaboration tasks.
Use case specifications:
- a fire/accident causes the discharge of dangerous substances into the air -> UGVs get the order for monitoring,
persistant data of environment + data about weather = autonomous plannig and measuring -> value driven
measurement concerning path planing
- a building of "second priority" could be explored by UGVs which relieves the In-field rescuer/Attack Teams (after
reorganisation)
- the exploration of an unknown, may be damaged area, should be done quick. UAVs deliver Lidar data for a predictive
UGV path planning -> Lidar mapping (discussed in Zurich) -> systematologies of area exploration
- time critical beginnig of a mission: UAVs split the job into parallel executable tasks 1) overview, 2) victim search, 3) 3D
model and further images, 4) other risks (fire, substances, ...), 5) monitoring -> UGVs for details
Human interface definition:
- end-user selects interesting areas for patrolling in RVIZ (is that possible?) Luigi: this is already implemented in RVIZ
- message passing through memory (StarDog)
https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Multi-Robot_Use_Cases_Deﬁnition
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Low-Level Mission/Task Definition
Here we define a small collection of low-level multi-robot tasks which can be relevant within the TRADR project:
Off-line coverage: cover (with sensory perceptions) an environment which is a priori known in the most "efficient"
way.
Patrolling: an environment must be continually surveyed by a group of robots such that each point is visited/covered
with equal frequency - given a graph-representation of the environment (nodes represent reachable and safe regions,
edges represent traversable paths joining them), patrolling requires continuously visiting all the graph nodes so as to
minimize the time lag between two visits. In an automated surveillance system, at each goal station, the robot stops and
analyses the scene searching for victims, scene variations or abandoned/removed objects. NOTE: patrolling is a
persistent task, it never ends, no notion of completeness.
Online coverage (aka exporation): cover (with sensory perceptions) an unknown environment in the most "efficient"
way. See below Exploration Requirements.
Vlada: Not feasible during Y3, let's focus on Patrolling
Luigi: PSE and PLDE had the priority
Sensor network deployment: deploy robot sensors in order to completely cover a given region and guarantee uniform
spatial density. This requires the deployment of a significant number of robots.
Vlada: Nice to have, but again, patrolling makes more sense with our resorces
Luigi: here the list just aims at identifying interesting tasks (at least in principle)
In this context, efficiency can be evaluated by defining suitable metrics which take into account task completion time,
traveled path, used communication bandwidth, etc.
A multi-robot task can be defined within one or multiple sorties.

Single-sortie Missions
In a single-sortie mission the two UGVs can be required to perform one of the following tasks:
Y3: Autonomous patrolling: a map of the environment is already available and provided to the robots; robot
autonomously plan their paths in order to visit/cover all the regions of the environment with equal frequency.
Y3: Assigned waypoints patrolling: a map of the environment is already available and provided to the robots; users
assign a set of waypoints to the robot team by using a suitable GUI; the robots negotiate the waypoints and then
autonomously plan their paths in oder to cyclically visit all the waypoints without interfering with each other.
Vlada: From the implementation point of view, isn't this actually an implementation of the previous point?
At least the "cover" requirement? I would suggest to stop here and postpone the following point to Y4
Luigi: the path-planning (input: start,goal,pcl -> output: safe trajectory) and trajectory-control modules
can be arranged to be the same. The cooperative and autonomous planning algorithms which determine
where to go (which waypoints) and when, are an important/required add-on.
Y4: Exploration: the UGVs autonomously explore and map the facility.
Y4: Coverage: a map of the environment is already available and provided to the robots; the UGVs autonomously plan
their paths in oder to cover the environment with sensory perceptions.
Y5: Lost robot: a UGV is missed and no connection to the base station. But the taken path is available from waypoint
navigation. The second UGV and/or UAV are looking for it.

Multi-sortie Missions
In a multi-sortie mission the two UGVs can be required to perform one of the following tasks:
Parallel patrolling w/o collaboration: Map is given, user defines areas by polygons or whatever to patrol, each
robots patrols a single area.
Exploration + Patrolling: in a first sortie, the robots explore the environment and build a map; in a second sortie the
robots execute a patrolling task (autonomous or through assigned waypoints) by exploiting the previously built map
Exploration + Coverage: in a first sortie, the robots explore the environment and build a map; in a second sortie the
robots execute a coverage task by exploiting the previously built map

Target Implementations
Here we specify the multi-robot tasks that will be actually implemented for reviews and demos.

1. Pseudo-Collaborative Patrolling in a Static Environment (PCPSE)
This is a Vlada's proposal for TJEX/TEVAL 2016, Luigi is editing/commenting as well.
Since Abel and Renaud expect to have multi-robot-mapping/cooperation not sooner than end of Y3, let's define lighter version
of patrolling. We can still claim that it is multi-robot, but these robots will perform patrolling of distinct areas in parallel. Let's
assume a patrolling mission in a static environment. A map of the environment is already available and was built in a previous
https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Multi-Robot_Use_Cases_Deﬁnition
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dedicated sortie. If we get this running during summer, we can build and test based on it until review, where additional interrobot communication and planning could be added and tested.
See the dedicated page: PCPSE

2. Patrolling in a Static Environment (PSE)
We can start experimenting with the simplest multi-robot task: a patrolling mission in a static environment (see Issues>Dynamic Environments below). A map of the environment is already available and was built in a previous dedicated sortie.
In order to implement a PSE algorithm the following requirements are fundamental.
PCPSE - Table of Requirements
ID

Description

PSE1 Environment is static
PSE2

The environment map is
already available and
given as input to the
robots

The robots are able to
continuously localize
PSE3
themselves w.r.t. the
given map

Estimated
Key
Status Delivery
Notes
Partners
Date

Issues/Questions

-

-

-

-

-

OK

Now
available

ETH

-

-

?

?

ETH

This means the robotS
share a single "map"
reference frame

-

?

In principle, if a map is
available and the
environment is static, all
the robot trajectories
can be planned and
shared beforehand
(when mission starts)
without requiring further
data communications.
Nevertheless, exact
temporal execution of
the planned trajectories
FRA,
See below General Issuescannot be guaranteed in
ROMA, ...
>Multi-robot communication
a USAR environment and
each robot can be seen
as an high-dynamic
obstacle by the other
robots. Therefore, for
robustness reasons, it is
desirable that robots
keep on continuously
exchange information
(at least their estimated
positions) and possible
plan updates.

Robots are able to
continuously
PSE4 communicate and
?
exchange their positions
and relevant data

GUI
PSE5 definition/implementation ?
for waypoints assignment

TRADR DB management
PSE6
for persistency

PSE7

PSE algorithm
implementation

?

FRA,
ROMA,
CTU, ...

Patrolling can be
completely autonomous
(if the waypoints are
autonomously planned
by the algorithm) or
end-users can explicitly assign a set of
interesting goal stations.
See more details in LowLevel Mission/Task
Definition above.
We need to define and
store relevant data
structures in MongoD
(e.g. maps,
traversability, related
infos). We need to
implement the interface
towards MongoDB.

Currently
testing/developing under ...
simulation

?

?

FRA,
ROMA,
ETH,
CTU, ...

WIP

T-Eval

ROMA

https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Multi-Robot_Use_Cases_Deﬁnition
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PSE8 Dynamic mapping (at
least considering robot
occlusions)

TODO

T-Eval

ETH,
CTU,
ROMA

Mapping has to be able
to clean robot
ghost/trails from the
built map.

Consider a starting narrow
corridor, robot A starts behind
robot B. Robot A will perceive
robot B as an obstacle. Robot A
mapper module must be able to
clean the ghost/trail of robot B
from the map, otherwise the
path planner of robot A won't be
able to compute a plan and move
from its starting position. So we
have to avoid robot A from being
trapped by ghosts :-) . In order
to cope with that, without a
decent dynamic mapping, we
have to (1) select a sufficiently
large region where to the start
(2) suitably arrange the initial
robot positions (3) suitably
procrastinate the start of robot A
(4) guide the robots to patrol
two distinct and well-separated
regions in order to avoid further
problematic meetings (5) do
some tests...

PSE+ ...

...

...

...

...

...

To be defined:
Do robots start from the same point or from distinct points?

3. Patrolling in a Low-Dynamic Environment (PLDE)
As a second step we can consider an environment with low-dynamic objects (see Issues->Dynamic Environments below). Also
in this case, a map of the environment is already available and was built in a previous dedicated sortie. In order to implement
a PLDE algorithm the following requirements are fundamental.
PLDE - Table of Requirements
Estimated
Key
Status Delivery
Notes
Partners
Date

Issues/Questions

Environment has some lowdynamic features (e.g. some
PLDE1
obstacles were moved w.r.t.
previous mapping sortie)

-

-

-

-

See below General
Issues->Dynamic
Environment

The environment map is
PLDE2 already available and given
as input to the robots

OK

Now
available

ETH

-

-

The robots are able to
continuously localize
PLDE3
themselves w.r.t. the given
map

?

?

ETH

This means the robotS share a
single "map" reference frame

-

Robots are able to
continuously communicate
PLDE4
and exchange their
positions and relevant data

?

?

FRA,
ROMA, ...

ID

Description

GUI
PLDE5 definition/implementation for ?
waypoints assignment

PLDE6 Mapping module
?
communicates the necessary
map updates to the planner
module (as early as possible)
taking into account
moved/changed obstacles

?

FRA,
ROMA,
CTU, ...

?

ETH

Patrolling can be completely
autonomous (if the waypoints
are autonomously planned by
the algorithm) or end-users can
explicitly assign a set of
interesting goal stations. See
more details in Low-Level
Mission/Task Definition above.

See below General
Issues->Multi-robot
communication

-

For efficiency reasons, it is
desirable the mapping module
also communicates a geometrical
description of the changed
regions to the planner module
(so as to allow efficient local
updates of
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traversability/segmentation
data)
We need to define and store
relevant data structures in
MongoD (e.g. maps,
traversability, related infos). We
need to implement the interface
towards MongoDB.

-

PLDE7

TRADR DB management for
persistency

?

?

FRA,
ROMA,
ETH,
CTU, ...

PLDE8

PLDE algorithm
implementation

WIP

T-Eval

ROMA

Currently testing/developing
under simulation

...

...

...

...

...

...

PLDE+ ...
To be defined:

Do robots start from the same point or from distinct points?

Other Tasks
...

Multi-Robot Communication
Here we specify the communication interfaces and the data which need to be exchanged by the robots for the tasks of
interest.
Required data
Pseudo-collaborative Patrolling Static Environment (PCPSE): each robot must broadcast
1. its position w.r.t. the shared map
2. required sensory data, at the moment available ones are: flammable gasses, smoke, victims. Planned: fire and
hot-spot detection in thermo
3. its ability to proceed with the assigned plan - if not able, broadcast an alarm informing about major change in the
assigned area
Patrolling Static Environment (PSE): each robot must multicast/broadcast
1. its position w.r.t. the shared map
2. its planned path to the next target position
3. required sensory data, at the moment available ones are: flammable gasses, smoke, victims. Planned: fire and
hot-spot detection in thermo (usually only one robot bears thermocam).
Patrolling Low-Dynamic Environment (PLDE): each robot must multicast/broadcast
1. its position w.r.t. the shared map
2. its planned path to the next target position
3. local map updates
4. required sensory data
Exploration: each robot must multicast/broadcast
1. its map (global or local map updates)
2. its position w.r.t. the shared map (assuming individual maps overlap and map merging/registration can be
successfully applied)
3. its planned path to the next target position
4. required sensory data

Multi-Robot Database Management
Robot1 and Robot2 cooperatively explore the environment and need to store their data in the DB.
The two following approaches can be envisioned.
Centralized multi-robot localization and map fusion

Each robot writes its individual map into the DB. During the mission a map-fusion-global-optimizer receives/reads the
individual maps from the DB, globally register (additional loop closure detections?) and fuse them in a new multi-robot map.
This new multi-robot map is then sent back to each robot. Each robot re-localizes in it, replaces its individual map with the
new received/queried multi-robot map and starts extending it and sharing its position w.r.t. It. In this approach, the DB stores
an individual map for each robot + a new resulting multi-robot map. A mechanism should be decided to manage further
individual map updates (which should trigger somehow the map-fusion-global-optimizer to start a new job).
PROS: kind of “simpler” centralized approach.
CONS: robustness issues w.r.t. network disruption.
Decentralized multi-robot localization and map fusion

https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Multi-Robot_Use_Cases_Deﬁnition
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Each robot receives/queries the individual maps coming from the other robots and is responsible of independently fusing them
with its own map. Each robot writes its map updates to the DB and share them with the other robots by using network
communication (or DB?). In this approach, the DB stores a map for each robot. In principle, if robots forms disconnected
subnetworks each individual map can be different from the others; on the other hand, if robot network graph is complete
(each pair of robots can communicate) the individual maps should coincide up to measurement noise and assuming perfect
global optimization (and no critical loop closure errors). Here, the DB could also be used just to store the “best” individual
map that is built by the robots. But how?
PROS: robust w.r.t. network failures
CONS: more complex (obviously)
Questions

- In a multi-robot context, do we need to use the DB (as a common blackboard) for sharing intermediate results? See for
instance the decentralized multi-robot DB management above: in principle, we could use the DB just for storing a final
acquired world representation (e.g. select the best map and just store this).
See also the discussion here
https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Database_Management_for_Mapping_and_Planning_20160609

General Issues
Dynamic Environment: the environment can change substantially over time. This has to be explicitly managed by both
the mapping and planning modules. Environment can have low-dynamic or high-dynamic features depending of the
considered time-scale and actual rapidity of the changes. Low dynamic environments are in general composed of static
and low-dynamic entities that can be moved or changed at any time, such as small obstacles, barriers and walls. In this
case, a simple and widespread approach is to detect and treat them as outliers and locally update the map. On the other
hand, high-dynamic objects continuously change the environment and must be represented and tracked explicitly with
suitable techniques such as multi-target tracking. In this latter case, obstacle avoidance techniques (relying on fast data
acquisitions) are also in order after global path planning guarantees the existence of a path toward a designated goal on
the basis of the available built map. In principle, each robot can be also seen as a moving obstacle by the other robots:
in this case data sharing and distributed/coordinated motion planning can efficiently manage inter-robot collision
avoidance.
Vlada: Y3: Lets deal with dynamic environment by halting execution and informing end-user that
something major has changed - goes well with patrolling task
Mutual localization: in order to collaborate the robots must know their mutual positions in their individual maps. This
can be achieved by using suitable techniques such as map registration, map merging, place recognition (appearancebased localization), etc. Map registration is obviously possible when a minimal overlap among individual maps occur so
as to allow a consistent map merging. In order to ease this process we can make the robots start from the same point in
order to guarantee an initial minimal overlap.
Vlada: Let's concentrate on this feature in Y4
Multi-robot communication: a multi-robot task can be actually performed as long as inter-robot communication is
working and information are shared.
Ensuring communication constraints: in order to communicate, robots may be required to jointly satisfy some
geometrical constraints at all times (e.g. maintain mutual line-of-sight visibility and maintain their mutual distance
below a certain maximum threshold) or may be called for a rendezvous after communication loss lasts more than a
certain time interval. This is required to guarantee better cooperation/coordination: map/information integration
should be done as early as possible, since the availability of a shared map/information greatly facilitates the
coordination between robots.
Robustness: even if one robot fails catastrophically, others should take over its subtask. Fault-tolerant methods
should be deviced. What actually happens when the robot communication completely falls down?
Careful network analysis and profiling must be performed in order to ensure that the actual network bandwidth is
sufficient to allow all the required data to be exchanged among robots.
Vlada: For Y3, I propose to check mutual distance only to avoid collisions.
Vlada: I think the following points might by addressed for Y4 if we manage to get the inter-robot
communication and robot-database running during Y3
Multi-robot heterogeneous collaboration: w.r.t. the tasks defined above, define how to efficiently/properly consider
each robot specific characteristics in the role assignment and team deployment. Can we/end-users assign different labels
to each environment region beforehand in order to suggest preferred task assignments or team deployments? (e.g. label
regions where samples have to be analysed in order to prefer their assignment to UGVs equipped with robotic arm).
Interface definition:
- How a single operator can efficiently guide the two UGVs and assign them a cooperative task? An efficient and
(hopefully) simple interface should be defined to this aim.
- Is the operator allowed to interrupt a robot for assigning it a different task?
- Which are the allowed control modes of the single robots during a multi-robot task execution? (e.g. Am I allowed to
move the camera during a patrolling? )
Clarify the control modes as well as the technologies to develop the interaction, the communication and the
collaboration between robots and humans.
https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Multi-Robot_Use_Cases_Deﬁnition
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Discuss problems related to the integration with the TRADR ontology, the low-level database (MongoDB) and the highlevel database (Stardog)

Exploration Requirements
If an exploration has to be performed by a team of robots, the process requires:
Cooperation: avoid inefficient actions
Coordination: avoid conflicts/collisions
Decentralization: required in order to guarantee robustness if one or more robots fail catastrophically or communication
is lost
Integrated Exploration (Active SLAM): an efficient exploration strategy should tightly integrate mapping, localization and
planning tasks. When selecting a new action, the process must take into account
the energy/time/risk cost (planning)
the expected information gain (mapping)
the associated localization potential (localization)
Minimal map overlapping: a minimal overlapping among individual maps is required during multi-robot exploration in
order to consistently register and merge the maps (mutual-localization, cooperative-mapping, map merging)
Ensuring communication constraints: see above General Issues->Multi-robot communication->Ensuring communication
constraints
Robustness: even if one robot fails catastrophically, others should take over its subtask

Useful References
Task taxonomy: https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/attachments/download/533/Task%20taxonomy.pdf
Scenarios: https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Scenarios
patrolling3-ramp.png

(571 KB)

Freda, Luigi, 12/08/2017 04:21 PM
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V‐REP Simulation
Installing V‐REP
1. Download version 3.2.2 (tested) from here
http://coppeliarobotics.com/files/V-REP_PRO_V3_2_2_64_Linux.tar.gz
You don't need to compile anything. Just extract the files in your VREP installation folder and you are ready to execute the main launcher
(vrep.sh) from there.
Note: VREP 3.3 does not work. You'll have to use 3.2.2 or fix the UGV script for 3.3
1. Set the environment variable VREP_ROOT_DIR: add in your .bashrc the following line
export VREP_ROOT_DIR=<here you put the absolute path of your VREP installation folder (which contains the launcher vrep.sh)>

Updating and Compiling the tradr‐simulation Stack
1. Open a shell, get into your tradr workspace and update your working copy of the repo git@gitlab.ciirc.cvut.cz:tradr/tradr-simulation
$ cd tradr_ws/src/tradrsimulation/
$ git pull
2. Then compile the workspace with your favorite catkin tool

Installing the vrep_ugv_plugin Package
Once you have updated and compiled the tradrsimulation stack, you have to copy the lib tradr_ws/devel/lib/libv_repExtRos.so in the installation
folder VREP_ROOT_DIR (NOTE: this lib enables VREP to get and parse track velocity command messages)

Testing the vrep_ugv_simulation Package
In order to test the package, two procedures are possible
1. Lauch script
open a terminal, source the tradr workspaces and execute
$ roslaunch vrep_ugv_simulation vrep_ugv_simulation.launch
press the play button on VREP
2. Manual
open a terminal and run roscore
open another terminal and execute
$ cd $VREP_ROOT_DIR
$ ./vrep.sh

VREP will be launched: from its File menu open an environment file.ttt in the package folder vrep_ugv_simulation/data. Use one of the
following files: ugv1_rescue_grousers.ttt or ugv1_rescue_stairs_grousers.ttt
open another terminal and execute
$ roslaunch vrep_ugv_simulation vrep_ugv_teleop_keyboard.launch
press the play button on VREP
N.B.: if you kill the roscore you need to restart VREP again.
Once you completed one of the above procedures, you should have your simulator running and a small window with title "UGV TeleOp" should
appear. Keep the focus on that window (click on it) and you will be able to move the UGV with the arrow keys. By using the keys 'A','S','D','W' you
are also able to change the configuration of its flippers in order to climb stairs.
The keyboard settings can be modified by editing the python script vrep_ugv_simulation/script/vrep_ugv_teleop_key.

V‐REP with the Path Planner
1. Update and compile the path planning stack as described on this page
https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Launch_path_planning
2. Lauch the UGV simulation on VREP: open a new terminal, source the tradr workspaces and run
$ roslaunch vrep_ugv_simulation vrep_ugv_simulation.launch
3. press the play button on VREP
4. Run the path planner with its RVIZ interface:
If you want to run the single-waypoint path planner, open a new terminal and run
$ roslaunch path_planner sim_main_path_planner_ugv1.launch
Otherwise, if you want to run the multi-waypoint path planner, open a new terminal and run
$ roslaunch path_planner sim_main_queue_path_planner_ugv1.launch
On the following page you can find a concise description of how to use the RVIZ interface in order to feed new goals to the path planner
https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Launch_path_planning

V‐REP with the Multi‐Robot Mapping and Path Planning
1. As above, update and compile the path planning stack as described on this page
https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Launch_path_planning
2. Compile the laser_slam workspace as described here
https://github.com/ethz-asl/laser_slam/wiki/How-to-build-laser_slam-packages (official installation guide)
https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Laser_SLAM_Workspace_Installation (you need to use a separate installation of PCL 1.8,
this is short guide on how to solve compilation and RVIZ issues)
3. Lauch the multiUGV simulation on VREP: open a new terminal, source the tradr and laser_slam workspaces and run
$ roslaunch vrep_ugv_simulation vrep_ugv_simulation_mapping.launch
4. Run the multirobot mapping nodes:
$ roscd path_planner/scripts
$ ./sim_launcher_mapping_ugv1n2
5. press the play button on VREP
6. On RVIZ: the path planning is enabled for both robots. In order to select the WPs for ugv1 press "m" and then stick the WPs on ugv1
traversability cloud and start (as explained in https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Launch_path_planning).
In order to select the WPs for ugv2 press "l" and then stick the WPs on ugv2traversability cloud and start.
You will see different xterms opening (one for each main group of nodes) and reporting you the messages of the distinct nodes.
Attached to this page, you can find the diagrams of the frames and of the nodes.
Brief description of the architecture:
 robot i has its own laser_mapper, which is responsible for the localization of the robot i with respect to its own map_i and odom_i frames
 from VREP we provide the tf server with the transformations from /map_i to /map (as agreed during the last meetings this is a an important
input we must provide to the real system at the beginnig of the mission)
 one octomap manager integrates/merges the two maps coming from the single robots in single global map: the result is a single volumetric map
which is available w.r.t. /map frame
Hence, at present time, we still have a /map frame :)

V‐REP with Multi‐Robot Patrolling
1. Update and compile the path planning stack as described on this page
https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Launch_path_planning
2. Compile the laser_slam workspace as described here
https://github.com/ethz-asl/laser_slam/wiki/How-to-build-laser_slam-packages (official installation guide)
https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Laser_SLAM_Workspace_Installation (you need to use a separate installation of PCL 1.8,
this is short guide on how to solve compilation and RVIZ issues)
3. Download and compile in your TRADR workspace the repo: tradrmultirobot @branch: patrolling_sim_devel (see the README of the repo for
detailed instructions)
4. Open a new terminal and source the TRADR workspace along with the new tradrmultirobot workspace, then execute
roscd patrolling_sim/scripts
./sim_launcher_ugv1n2_light
5. press the play button on VREP
What is going to happen?
a proper VREP world will be automatically launched
a prebuilt volumetric map will be loaded in the robot map managers (for convenience, this map has been already built and pushed in the
repo; you can built it by yourself and use it)
a prebuilt graph (which nodes to visit) will be loaded and used by the patrolling agents (for convenience, this graph has been already built
and pushed in the repo)
the robots will start patrolling the environment: given a graphrepresentation of the environment (nodes represent reachable and safe
regions, edges represent traversable paths joining them), patrolling requires continuously visiting all the graph nodes so as to minimize the
time lag between two visits (node idleness)
see the README file of the repo tradrmultirobot for advanced instructions
Videos: see in this shared folder

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B1oevBvCpw_vTGtIOUcxMl9Banc

V‐REP and the Path Planner with Multimaster_fkie
The following instructions explain how to work with a multimaster VREP simulation:
VREP runs on one host along with its ROS master
your nodes run on a second host along with a second ROS master
the two masters discover each other and sync their info by using multimaster_fkie ( http://wiki.ros.org/multimaster_fkie?distro=kinetic):
the distributed nodes will behave like they were under a single ROS master.
Steps:
1. install the package multimaster_fkie on both hosts
2. be sure that the ROS_IP is set on both hosts; this can be done by adding to the .bashrc files the following lines
# ROS: set automatically ROS_IP
export ROS_IP_=`hostname I | head n1 | awk '{print $1}'`
if [ "$ROS_IP_" != "" ]; then
export ROS_IP="$ROS_IP_"
fi
3. on the first host:
open a new terminal and run: $ roscore
open a new terminal and run: $ roslaunch tf_remapper multimaster_discovery_and_synch.launch

1. on the second host:
open a new terminal and run: $ roscore
open a new terminal and run: $ roslaunch tf_remapper multimaster_discovery_and_synch.launch
open a new terminal and run: $ roslaunch vrep_ugv_simulation vrep_ugv_simulation.launch
1. on the first host:
open a new terminal and run: $ roscd path_planner/scripts; ./sim_launcher_ugv1n2

V‐REP Patrolling, Path Planning and Mapping over NIMBRO Network
Introduction: in order to develop and easily test the multirobot network framework, we have prepared a VREP robot simulator which emits the
same topics of an actual robot. Two instances of this simulator are launched, each one running on a distinct computer (as if they were two distinct
actual robots). Laser mapper, traversability and path planner are normally launched (as on the actual robots). One of this computer is also used as
a "tradr core" (by using a distinct roscore; clearly this is not a limitation since an additional computer can be also used without problem). Nimbro
relays are activated and fully work.
In this simulation framework, you need two computers (PC). Two instances of VREP will be launched.
Each instance of VREP acts as an actual robot and will emit the same topics of an actual robot (the main ones).
The simulated robot 'sim1robot' and a minimal tradrcore interface will run on the first computer.
The second robot 'sim2robot' will run on the second computer.
1. Update and compile the path planning stack as described on this page
https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Launch_path_planning
2. Update, compile and install the vrep_ugv_plugin package as explained above.
3. Compile the laser_slam workspace as described here
https://github.com/ethz-asl/laser_slam/wiki/How-to-build-laser_slam-packages (official installation guide)
https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Laser_SLAM_Workspace_Installation (you need to use a separate installation of PCL 1.8,
this is short guide on how to solve compilation and RVIZ issues)
4. Now go through the following steps
setup the hostname in the configuration file of the robots 'sim1robot' and 'sim2robot' in the dir tradr-network/tradr_relay_conf/; open a
new terminal
`$ roscd tradr_relay_conf/conf`
`$ gedit sim1robot.xml &` < set the prefix=ugv1 and hostname=localhost
`$ gedit sim2robot.xml &` < set the prefix=ugv2 and set the hostname of your second PC
remove the labels `ugv1` and `ugv2` from any other actual robot configuration file <name>robot.xml
then run the following command
`$ rosrun tradr_relay_conf generate_launchfiles.py`
you can accomplish the above first steps on your PC/laptop and then synch the files between your PC/latop and the second PC (you can use
rsynch for instance)
in a first PC, launch the first robot 'ugv1'
1) launch VREP
`$ roslaunch vrep_ugv_simulation vrep_ugv_simulation_robot_ugv1.launch`
press the play button
2) launch the robot nodes and the nimbro robot relay
`$ roscd path_planner/scripts`
`$ ./sim_launcher_nimbro_robot 1` < set the CORE_HOSTNAME and the first arguments in the script
here the usage is: ./sim_launcher_nimbro_robot <robotid> <corehostname>
in a second PC, launch the second robot 'ugv2'
1) launch VREP
`$ roslaunch vrep_ugv_simulation vrep_ugv_simulation_robot_ugv2.launch` < NB use the file with suffix ugv2!
press the play button
2) launch the robot nodes and the nimbro robot relay
`$ roscd path_planner/scripts`
`$ ./sim_launcher_nimbro_robot 2` < set the CORE_HOSTNAME and the first arguments in the script
here the usage is: ./sim_launcher_nimbro_robot <robotid> <corehostname>
in the first PC, launch the minimal tradr core relay
`$ roscd path_planner/scripts`
`$ ./sim_launcher_nimbro_core true` < set the first arguments therein >
here the usage is: ./sim_launcher_nimbro_core <RUN_SIM> where RUN_SIM=true/false specifies if we are running a simulation or not. With
REAL robots you can simply launch
`$ ./sim_launcher_nimbro_core` on SIMULATION you instead have to run `$ ./sim_launcher_nimbro_core true`
now you will see a global RVIZ and the patrolling starting
in order to let the robots plan a path on the patrolling graph you have to command each robot to load the map; for each robot
1) enable on RVIZ the /ugvi/slam_marker (Interactive marker)
2) rightclick over it and select the action "Reset octomap and load previous map"
building a patrolling graph: in order to have this feature enabled you have to set BUILD_PATROLLING_GRAPH_ON_START="true" on both the
scripts "path_planner/scriptsscreen_launcher_ugvmulti_lasermapper_pathplanner" and "path_planner/scripts/sim_launcher_nimbro_core";
on RVIZ, load the map on ugv1 (this procedure won't work on ugv2);
press 'm' on the keyboard and stick a set of waypoint on the traversability carpet then rightclick on one of the waypoint marker and select
the action "Patrolling  send task";
the patrolling graph will be saved and can be used on further patrolling missions by setting BUILD_PATROLLING_GRAPH_ON_START="false"
on both the scripts;
now the patrolling will automatically start
using a saved patrolling graph: in order to have this feature enabled you have to set BUILD_PATROLLING_GRAPH_ON_START="false" on both
the scripts "path_planner/scripts/sim_launcher_nimbro_robot" and "path_planner/scripts/sim_launcher_nimbro_core"
pause/restart patrolling: on RVIZ press 'm' and then 'q' for pausing or 'w' for restarting
if you want just to test the multirobot path planning, you can set the variable ENABLE_PATROLLING=0 in both the scripts
sim_launcher_nimbro_robot and sim_launcher_nimbro_core.
In this case, you can set the waypoints for the two robots by using the keys "m" and "l".
In order to select the WPs for the robot sim1 press "m" and then stick the WPs on ugv1traversability cloud and start (as explained in
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Multi‐Robot Path Planning and Patrolling
Required Git repos and their branches
repo: tradr-loc-map-nav @(master) package: path_planner
https://gitlab.ciirc.cvut.cz/tradr/tradr-loc-map-nav/tree/master/path_planner
repo: tradr-loc-map-nav @(master) package: trajectory_control
https://gitlab.ciirc.cvut.cz/tradr/tradr-loc-map-nav/tree/master/trajectory_control
repo: tradrmsgs @(master) package: trajectory_control_msgs
https://gitlab.ciirc.cvut.cz/tradr/tradr-msgs
Please, install Octomap packages in oder to compile the path_planner package.
You can find a concise documentation at https://gitlab.ciirc.cvut.cz/tradr/tradr-loc-map-nav/blob/master/path_planner/README.md.

Launch the Basic Modules Needed by the Path Planner
Launch the ugv_multi drivers and the new ETHZ laser mapper
on robot:
roslaunch nifti_drivers_launchers ugv_multi.launch
on robot, start the new ETH mapping:
roslaunch nifti_mapping_launchers mapAndNav.launch
roslaunch laser_mapper main_laser_mapper_tf_remapped.launch

Launching the Single‐Waypoint Path Planner
First launch the basic drivers and laser mappers as described above.
Then, to run the path planner and connect it to the output of the ETHZ laser mapper
on robot, start the planner:
roslaunch path_planner main_path_planner.launch
on your laptop, start our rviz interface:
roslaunch path_planner rviz_path_planning.launch
On RVIZ, you can set a goal for the planner by using the dedicated interactive marker. The interactive marker (a sphere) will appear over the
robot when you launch the path_planner node.
1. Move the marker at your desired position (hold left click on it and move it w.r.t. image plane; if you also hold SHIFT button you will change
the depth of the marker)
2. Then rightclick on it and select from the menu the action "Select Goal". If you want to abort the goal once is selected, select the action
"Abort Goal" from the same menu.
3. Text messages will appear over the marker explaining you what is happening. The marker color will change accordingly:
 Grey, path planner is waiting for a goal selection
 Yellow, the path planner is planning
 Green, a path has been found
 Red, the path planner could not find a path
N.B.: a path to the designated goal can be actually computed if the shown traversability map actually "connect" the goal and the robot positions.
You may be required to wait few seconds till the traversability node actually complete the traversability map construction from the ICP mapper
inputs.
Once a path has been found, the path planner will publish it towards the trajectory controller which will make the robot automatically follow the
path.
There are visualization topics for the planned path, the normals of the point cloud and the merged point clouds. If you launch our script
rviz_path_planning.launch, you will find everything already set up.

Launching the Multi‐Waypoint Path Planner
First launch the basic drivers and laser mappers as described above.
Then, to run the multiwaypoint path planner and connect it to the output of the ETHZ mapper
on robot, start the planner:
roslaunch path_planner main_queue_path_planner.launch
on your laptop, start our rviz interface:
roslaunch path_planner rviz_path_planning.launch
On RVIZ:
1. Press the key 'M' in order to add a new waypoint directly on the traversability cloud. You can move each created waypoint by holding right
click on it and moving. The waypoints should automatically stick to the traversability cloud.
2. Once you have selected your desired number of waypoints you can right click on one of them and select from the menu the action "Append
Task". If you want the robot to continuously revisit the waypoints you set (cyclic path), then select the action "Append Cyclic Task".
3. The marker colors will change accordingly:
 Orange, the marker has not been added
 Yellow, the path planner is planning
 Green, a path has been found
 Red, the path planner could not find a path
4. Once the waypoints get green, you can right click on one of them and select from the menu the action "Stop the controller" in order to stop
the trajectory control and the robot.

Multi‐robot Patrolling, Path Planning and Mapping over Nimbro Network
Before starting this procedure, you have to build a map of the environment and save it.
In order to achieve that you can execute just the following step 1 and step 2 on one selected robot.
Once the selected robot is active and you get the global RVIZ interface running, move the robot around and build your map.
Once you are satisfied with the map, you can save it by enabling and using the /ugvi/slam_marker (Interactive marker): rightclick on it and select
the action "Save current map and trajectory".
(1) on your laptop (used as core) and on the two selected robots (for instance, you can use roma and eth robot):
setup the nimbro configuration file of each robot in the dir tradr-network/tradr_relay_conf/
you can accomplish this first step on your laptop and then synch the files between your laptop and both the selected robots (you can use
rsynch for instance)
open a new terminal
`$ roscd tradr_relay_conf/conf`
`$ gedit <your robotname>robot.xml &`
see the README.md of the package tradr_relay_conf which explains how to setup the nimbro configuration file.
The labeling in romarobot.xml and ethrobot.xml files should be the following
`roma-robot>prefix: ugv1` this corresponds to a multirobot robot_id = 1
`eth-robot>prefix: ugv2` this corresponds to a multirobot robot_id = 2
N.B. the label `ugv1` and `ugv2` are used to label the robots which will be actually used in the nimbro network for patrolling and path
planning.
These labels can be used for activating a pair of simulated robots OR a pair of actual robots, but only a pair of robots at once!
This means that when you use `ugv1` and `ugv2` for romarobot::prefix and ethrobot::prefix, you should remove these labels from sim1
robot::prefix and sim2robot::prefix,
otherwise nimbro won't work.
set and check the configuration variables in the two scripts "path_planner/scripts/screen_launcher_ugvmulti_lasermapper_pathplanner" and
"path_planner/scripts/sim_launcher_nimbro_core",
in particular set the same PATROLLING_MAP_NAME=DIAG3D (this corresponds to a folder patrolling_sim/maps/DIAG3D which must exist)
then run the following command
`$ rosrun tradr_relay_conf generate_launchfiles.py`
if you want you can now synch the files with rsynch between your laptop and both robots
(2) copy your map and graph files on each robot and on your laptop
copy the saved map files ('map.bt map.ply trajectory.csv') on each robot and on your main laptop in the ".ros" folder
to this aim, you can use for instance the script path_planning/scripts/copy_maps_to_robots
(3) on the first robot ugv1

start the robot in the same position where you started the robot which built the saved map (reference starting position)
kill all the nodes which are running on the robot: you can do that by executing the following command on the robot
`$killall 9 screen; screen wipe`
open a new terminal
`$ rosrun tradr_relay_conf generate_launchfiles.py`
`$ roscd path_planner/scripts`
then launch the main script
`$ ./screen_launcher_ugvmulti_lasermapper_pathplanner <robotprefix> <robotid> <corehostname>`
for instance on roma robot (tagged `ugv1`)
`$ ./screen_launcher_ugvmulti_lasermapper_pathplanner 1 192.168.2.54`
and on eth robot (tagged `ugv2`)
`$ ./screen_launcher_ugvmulti_lasermapper_pathplanner 2 192.168.2.54`
in order to kill everything you can use
`$ killall 9 screen; screen wipe`
(4) on the laptop
check the file /etc/hosts and if needed add your robot hostnameIPs
open a new terminal and run
`$ rosrun tradr_relay_conf generate_launchfiles.py`
`$ roscd path_planner/scripts`
`$ ./sim_launcher_nimbro_core <RUN_SIM>`
where RUN_SIM=true/false specifies if we are running a simulation or not.
With REAL robots you can simply launch
`$ ./sim_launcher_nimbro_core`
on SIMULATION you instead have to run
`$ ./sim_launcher_nimbro_core true`
now you will see a global RVIZ
load the map on the first robot: enable on RVIZ the /ugv1/slam_marker (Interactive marker), rightclick over it and select the action "Reset
octomap and load previous map"
(5) on the second robot ugv2
start the robot in the same position where you started the robot which built the saved map (reference starting position)
repeat the actions described on the step 3 above for the first robot
load the map: enable on RVIZ the /ugv2/slam_marker (Interactive marker), rightclick over it and select the action "Reset octomap and load
previous map"
(6) on the laptop: building a patrolling graph
in order to have this feature enabled you have to set BUILD_PATROLLING_GRAPH_ON_START="true" on both the scripts
"path_planner/scriptsscreen_launcher_ugvmulti_lasermapper_pathplanner" and "path_planner/scripts/sim_launcher_nimbro_core"
on RVIZ, load the map on ugv1 (this procedure won't work on ugv2)
press 'm' on the keyboard and stick a set of waypoint on the traversability carpet
then rightclick on one of the waypoint marker and select the action "Patrolling  send task"
the patrolling graph will be saved and can be then used on further patrolling missions by setting
BUILD_PATROLLING_GRAPH_ON_START="false" on both the scripts
now the patrolling will automatically start
(7) on the laptop: using a saved patrolling graph
in order to have this feature enabled you have to set BUILD_PATROLLING_GRAPH_ON_START="false" on both the scripts
"path_planner/scriptsscreen_launcher_ugvmulti_lasermapper_pathplanner" and "path_planner/scripts/sim_launcher_nimbro_core"
copy the saved file patrolling_sim/maps/DIAG3D/DIAG3D.graph (which is on your laptop in the map folder specified by the var
PATROLLING_MAP_NAME=DIAG3D, which corresponds to the folder patrolling_sim/maps/DIAG3D) in the same folder
patrolling_sim/maps/DIAG3D/ on both robots
(optional) on the laptop: pause/restart patrolling
on RVIZ press 'm' and then 'q' for pausing or 'w' for restarting the patrolling
(optional) on the laptop: aligning a robot current map with a saved map
copy the saved map (map.bt, map.ply and trajectory.cvs) on both robots and on the laptop
on RVIZ enable the interactive marker and select "Reset octomap and load previous" in order to load the saved map (which should be copied
on the selected robot)
then if you want to align by using the interactive marker
`$ roscd path_planner/scripts`
`$ ./sim_launcher_core_interactive_point_cloud_publishers`
If you want just to test the multirobot path planning, you can set the variable ENABLE_PATROLLING=0 in both the scripts
sim_launcher_nimbro_robot and sim_launcher_nimbro_core.
In this case, you can set the waypoints for the two robots by using the keys "m" and "l".
In order to select the WPs for the robot sim1 press "m" and then stick the WPs on ugv1traversability cloud and start (as explained in
https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/Launch_path_planning).
In order to select the WPs for the robot sim2 press "l" and then stick the WPs on ugv2traversability cloud and start.

Playing with the Path Planner on V‐REP
You can find the details on this page
https://redmine.ciirc.cvut.cz/projects/tradr/wiki/V-REP_Simulation

Videos
TJex 2016 Mapping and Point Cloud Segmentation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=74yp_fHpDpY&feature=youtu.be

